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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to look at the medium of 

simplex television, i.e., one-way or non-interactive 

television, as an effective delivery system for religious 

distance education. Since one of the most apparent uses of 

simplex television today is in the area of televangelism, the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class, a television ministry of the 

Madison church of Christ, Madison, Tennessee, was chosen as a 

case study. An additional purpose of the study, was to 

provide a historical background of televangelism as a 

longitudinal example of one-way television. 

Three survey instruments, using five-point Likert 

scales, were prepared to study three different audience 

segments. The main survey was mailed randomly to 500 people 

who had written in to the Amazing Grace Bible Class between 

October 1, 1988, and March 31, 1989. A 50 percent return 

gave an insightful look at the demographics and attitudes of 

those who actually watch the program. The second survey was 

mailed to sponsoring congregations, i.e., those who pay the 

cost of local air time to broadcast the program in their own 

communities. Over an 80 percent response from these 

congregations gave an excellent insight into what the 

expectations of the program were compared to actual results 

obtained from the program. The third survey was given as an 
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in-house survey to the members of the Madison church of 

Christ, but because of the lack of response, no statistically 

significant findings were possible. Comparisons were made 

using the t-test between respondents of surveys one and two, 

but no comparisons were made using survey three. 

In regard to using simplex television as an effective 

medium for religious distance education, the following points 

are suggested from this study: (1) On the basis of the 

response to this data, simplex television, as a tool to 

encourage and build up those who are already believers, seems 

to be effective. (2) Since 90 percent of the respondents in 

group one attend all, or almost all, of the worship services 

of their particular congregations, admonishing them would 

seem to be more effectively accomplished at that time without 

the massive costs associated with broadcast television. 

v3) Evangelism, i.e., conversion, if a primary goal of 

simplex religious television, is a dismal failure, both for 

the Amazing Grace Bible Class, and for other religious 

programs. (4) If simplex television is being used as a 

"door opener," or as a "public relations device," it also 

seems to be a failure, at least as far as the audience of 

this study is concerned. (5) The intended audience of 

religious simplex television should not be the "everyone 

audience," i.e., trying to reach everyone in all age groups 

who will listen. Demographic data should be analyzed, the 
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actual viewing audience should be determined, amd programming 

should be targeted to that specific group of viewers. 

(6) Based on the response from this study, a program design 

change could be made to see if another audience could be 

attracted to the program. 

Demographic data collected in this study provides the 

following information concerning the typical viewer of the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class; a (1) white, (2) married, (3) 

female, (4) over 61 years old, (5) either retired or a 

housewife, (6) a member of the church of Christ, who (7) 

attends all, or nearly all, worship services of their 

congregation, for which (8) religion is very important, who 

(9) has no more than an high school education, and (10) earns 

less than $15,000 annually. 

Analysis of data would seem to indicate that the Amazing 

Grace Bible Class is a ministry of, to, and for members of 

the churches of Christ. It is almost cyclical in nature, 

providing a lot of activity for many well intentioned people 

who are already members. Therefore, in reality, the groups 

which were compared in this study were very identical, which 

could account for the few differences in attitude which were 

revealed by the comparison of surveys. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Prohlpqi 

The religious broadcasting phenomenon has exploded from 

its humble beginnings on January 2, 1921. On that date, KDKA 

radio broadcast a church service of the Calvary Episcopal 

Church (Fore, 1987) and one-way, non-interactive, i.e., 

simplex, religious broadcasting was underway. 

Today, a perusal of the current issue of The Cable Guide 

(1989) shows in excess of eighteen-hundred hours of 

religiously controlled programming, offered in Lubbock, 

Texas, for the current month. Add to this figure the number 

of radio hours used locally by religious groups and the total 

number of hours allotted to religious programming is in the 

thousands of hours. Multiply this figure by the number of 

radio and television stations across this nation, and the 

total number of hours used by religious broadcasters by means 

of a one way delivery system is in the hundreds of thousands. 

By anyone's figures7 religious broadcasting today is big 

business. In 1987 total revenues exceeded 1.5 billion 

dollars (Sheler, Taylor, 1988). As was stated in the 

February 1988 issue of Religious Broadcasting, "The future 

prospects of religious broadcasting are brighter than ever" 

(Hindson, 1988a, p.28). Today the National Religious 

Broadcaster's Association has a membership of over 1,200 



organizations which encompasses literally thousands of. 

individual religious broadcasters (Hindson, 1988a). 

Because there are so many different religious 

organizations interested in broadcasting today, there are 

also a multiplicity of formats, techniques, methods, and 

public relations gimmicks used in an attempt to gain an 

audience and, presumably, to get their respective messages 

across. Much of what is done in today's religious television 

has been gleaned from the pioneer revivalists who, according 

to Hadden and Shupe (1988), 

devised successful strategies for manipulating 
conversions and staging huge, impressive public 
crusades. They built massive organizations and improved 
methods to raise money and mobilize believers by the 
tens of thousands. Most important, the skills and 
managerial savvy they accumulated was not lost. Indeed, 
it was preserved and passed down through generations of 
evangelists, (p. 44) 

Some of the techniques learned from pioneers and those 

techniques added by modern day televangelists are listed 

below: 

1. Use "any means to stir up excitement and generate 

the conditions by which sinners are converted . . . only 

after this happened did the real sales pitch begin" (Frankl, 

1987, p.37). 

2. ". . . will not conduct a crusade in any city unless 

. . . the churches furnish droves of people to handle local 



arrangements, supervise the collections, and be responsible 

for follow-up activities" (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 21). 

3. expects volunteer counselors to seat themselves in 

the audience and at the point of being asked by Graham to 

"come forward to Christ," they are expected to begin moving 

down the aisles toward the front giving the impression that a 

spontaneous mass response to the invitation is taking place 

(Hadden, Swann, 1981) . 

4. relies on dramatization and entertaining techniques 

to captivate his audience (Frankl, 1987). 

5. skip, gyrate, slide, do cartwheels, stand on chairs, 

peel off layers of clothing, work himself into a lather and 

do burlesque style imitations (Hadden, Shupe, 1988) . 

6. offer to heal people who would place their hands on 

the TV set they were watching (Fore, 1987). 

7. builds church buildings for television. For 

example, the first church building which was built and 

designed entirely for television, "boasted a 220-foot domed 

roof without interior support and a huge cross suspended from 

the ceiling with 4,700 red, white, and blue lights" (Hadden, 

Shupe, 1988, p. 122). 

8. ". . . belts out good-time, hand-clapping gospel 

songs at the piano and sings with great feeling. He is 

backed up by a Nashville-style band, and even a skeptical 

viewer is likely to get caught up in the infectious rhythms" 

(Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 38). 



9. "preaches hellfire and brimstone" (Hadden, Shupe, 

1988, p. 124). 

10. uses an outdoor theater for a drive in church 

format. Sermons are de^-'vered from the top of the snack bar 

(Frankl, 1987) . 

11. "preaches positive thinking and soft-sells 

evangelism" (Lord et al., 1987, p. 65). 

12. offers a conventional worship service with old 

time gospel music (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 28). 

13. employes a religious talk show format, copied from 

Johnny Carson's "Tonight Show" complete with co-host and side 

kick (Hadden, Swann, 1981). 

14. has a Biblical theme park that was visited by 6 

million people in 1986 (Lord et al., 1987). 

15. uses almost every type of promotion, gimmick, 

advertising technique, and con game to raise funds in the 

name of religion. From the little old lady going to the 

church sponsored bingo game, to the outright lie, raising 

money in religion has become big business (Sheler, Taylor, 

1988) . 

With the great number of approaches, some honest--others 

not so honest--it is little wonder viewers have become 

disillusioned with all types of religious programming. 

However, there remain a great number of religious leaders who 

feel that television is one of the major forces today in 

accepting what they feel is the greatest commission Christ 



ever gave his followers, recorded in Mark 16:15. "Go into 

all the world and preach the gospel to all creation" (New 

American Standard Bible). Therefore, the challenge for 

religious broadcasters today is to develop and produce 

quality one-way religious programming which effects the 

quality of life of the viewers, without being classified as 

"just another one of those religious programs." 

Added to the challenge of being included in the maze of 

religious television, is the challenge of presenting a 

message which is consistent with the goals and theology of 

the sponsors of the program. As the historical aspect of 

televangelism in chapter two will show, the religious 

television environment of today seems to be focused more on 

making money and extravagant living than on actually 

preaching the gospel and helping people. Many programs offer 

trinkets, prayer cloths, healing oil, record albums, great 

promises of health and wealth, and other gimmicks in a effort 

to raise money. However, it is good to know that in such an 

environment programs can and do exist that refuse to 

participate in this gimmick type of Christianity or to 

solicit funds from the public in any way. Such are the 

programs sponsored by the churches of Christ, a non-

denominational fundamentalist group which is found most 

strongly in the south central and south eastern parts of the 

United States. The church is made up of locally autonomous 

(self-governed) congregations who are under the guidance and 



authority of their own Elders. The Elders are appointed by 

each congregation, in keeping with the Biblical requirements 

for such. The church has no national headquarters, national 

governing body, or other national or regional policy-making 

organization. There are no synods, councils, missionary 

societies, or national media organizations to assess monies 

from the individual congregations. Since this is true, a 

national effort for any cause can only be accomplished with 

cooperation of a great number of the independent local 

congregations. 

The normal procedure for a national effort is for a 

single congregation to take the oversight of the effort. 

They either fund the effort themselves or solicit funds from 

other congregations who choose (1) whether or not they want 

to be involved in the work, (2) at what level of financial 

commitment they wish to be involved, and (3) for what period 

of time. 

The churches of Christ presently are involved in three 

national television efforts, all of which are delivered by 

simplex, i.e., one-way, non-interactive television. In 

addition, they are involved in at least 17 regional 

television efforts and at least one in Canada. The three 

national programs, according to the August 1988 issue of The 

Christian Chronicle, are as follows: 

1. The Herald of Truth sponsored by the Highland Avenue 

church of Christ in Abilene, Texas. This is the oldest and 



longest running national television effort among the --hurches 

of Christ. It was started in 1954 and is presently broadcast 

on 67 stations in 24 states and Canada. 

2. The Amazing Grace Bible Class sponsored by the Madison 

church of Christ in Madison, Tennessee. This program was 

first aired in June of 1971 and continues today with 

broadcasts on 29 stations in 15 states. [Since this article 

was printed the total nun̂ ber of stations now broadcasting the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class has dropped to 24 in 12 states, 

including three cable stations.] 

3. In SEARCH of the Lord's Way sponsored by the church 

of Christ in Edmond, Oklahoma. The newest national 

television effort among churches of Christ, this program 

began in 1980 and today can be viewed on 47 stations in 14 

states. It is also aired in some parts of Canada and South 

America. 

Of the above three programs, the most extensive research 

has been conducted in connection with the Herald of Truth. 

Most of this research has been conducted by Dr. B. E. Davis 

of Abilene Christian University, Director of the 

Communication Research Center, and was commissioned by the 

Herald of Truth for in-house use only. 

The problem is that objective research on the Herald of 

Truth is almost 20 years old and, at the very least, needs to 

be replicated for the Herald of Truth program itself. It is 

very apparent from the literature, that no empirical data had 



been gathered in connection with the other two national 

programs. Therefore, no study had been undertaken of the 

fimazina Grace Bible Class. Since the Amazing Grace Bible 

Class is the second oldest national television program among 

churches of Christ, and since the total budget for the 

program is over $600,000 per year, and since the Elders of 

the Madison congregation are vitally interested in an 

effective program, it was decided to use this program as a 

case study in the effectiveness of one-way religious distance 

education. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to look at the medium of 

simplex television, i.e., one-way or non-interactive 

television, as an effective delivery system for religious 

distance education. Distance education is defined as: 

providing instruction which is separated, either by time, 

location, or both, from the learner (Garrison, Shale, 1987). 

Because of the great effort and expense involved in 

television broadcasting today, an up-to-date study of its 

effectiveness as an educational tool is badly needed. One of 

the most apparent uses of simplex television today, for 

distance education, is in the area of televangelism, and 

because the Amazing Graoe Bible Class is both religious and 

delivered by simplex television, it was decided to use it as 

a case study. An additional purpose of the study, was to 
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provide a historical background of-̂  televangelism as a 

longitudinal example of one-way television which remains very 

prevalent today. 

In this study three groups were surveyed, (1) television 

viewers of the Amazing Grace Bible Class, (2) sponsoring 

congregations, i.e., those who pay for local air time to 

broadcast the class in their area, and (3) members of the 

Madison church of Christ. 

Research Ouestions 

Research questions which were addressed in this study 

are as follows: 

1. Is the perception of program content the same for 

viewers of the program as for the churches who sponsor the 

program? 

2. Is there a difference between survey groups in 

their perception of the program's purpose? 

3. Is there a difference in attitude between survey 

groups concerning what constitutes good religious television? 

4. Is there a difference between survey groups in 

their perception of how the program compares to other 

religious TV programs? 

5. Is there a difference between., survey groups in 

their perception of the present speaker on the program? 

6. Is there a difference in the perception of survey 

groups toward areas of needed improvement in the program? 



7. Is there a difference in attitude between survey 

groups concerning the best type of religious program? 

8. From the viewers perspective, is one-way non-

inceractive religious programming an effective method of 

reaching specified goals of churches? 

9. From the viewers perspective, is one-way non-

interactive religious programming an effective method of 

religious distance education? 

10. From a historical perspective, has a polarization 

of the religious television audience taken place? 

11. From the perspective of the viewer, considering the 

history of televangelism, what constitutes good religious 

television today? 

12. Considering the present status of televangelism, 

are there differences in the perceptions of survey groups 

toward religious television in general and this program in 

particular? 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

Watching the extravaganza unfold before me on the 
television screen I became, I guess you would say, 
impressed. Yes, that's it. It was an undeniably gala 
affair. The participants were impeccably costumed, the 
set was attractively designed. The musical numbers were 
imaginatively staged, the voices were co-coordinated in 
perfect harmony. No sue :essful prime-time ploy was 
absent from this cleverly conceived production. It was 
a thoroughly enjoyable show. 

Show? Then it dawned on me just what I had been viewing: 
evangelism. In the midst of the bright klieg lighting, 
beautiful people, and the contemporary "with-it" 
atmosphere, the gospel had been proclaimed. 

Or had it? (Edwards, 1977, p. 17) 

The religious broadcasting phenomenon has exploded from 

its humble beginnings on January 2, 1921. On that date, KDKA 

radio broadcast a remote church service of the Calvary 

Episcopal Church (Fore, 1987) and one way, non-interactive, 

religious broadcasting was underway. 

Today, a simple perusal of the July issue of The Cable 

Guide (1989) shows in excess of eighteen-hundred hours of 

religiously controlled programming—offered in Lubbock 

alone--for the month of July. Add to this figure the number 

of radio hours used locally by religious groups and the total 

number of hours allotted to religious programming is in the 

thousands of hours. M^'ltiply this figure by the total numJoer 
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of radio and television stations across this nation, and the 

total hours being used by televangelists, mainly by means of 

simplex broadcasting, is in the hundreds of thousands. 

Some confusion seems to be associated with the term 

televangelist, or televangelism. To some these terms are 

used only in conjunction with one of the "big ten" television 

preachers of today who have huge budgets, elaborate sets, and 

crowds of people as followers. To others, a more literal 

definition is preferred. Webster's New World Dictionary 

(1984), gives the following definitions: evangelism, "a 

preaching of, or zealous effort to spread the gospel," 

evangelist. "anyone who evangelizes," and tele-, "of, in, 

or by television." Therefore, a broad definition of a 

televangelist, is one who attempts to evangelize by means of 

television, regardless of budget, audience size, or other 

considerations. The broad definition will be used as the 

working definition in this paper, unless otherwise noted. 

History of Televangelism 

Many people seem to be of the opinion that the entire 

right-wing religious television movement emerged almost 

overnight. However, "Since the beginning of the radio and 

television age, American evangelj:cals have exercised a 

definite monopoly in the effort to bring Christianity to the 

airwaves. With a few notable exceptions, the majority of 

radio/television preachers could be classified as 
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evangelicals . . ." (Leonard, 1984, pp. 43-44). One of the 

key terms in the above quote is the word "effort." Although 

there have been times in the history of religious 

radio/television that "Evangelical Christians were 

substantially excluded from network broadcasting" (Hadden, 

Frankl, 1987, p. 102), the desire and effort to be on the air 

has nearly been a trademark of the conservative groups. 

A brief history is provided to give a conceptual 

framework and feel for the present day image of 

televangelism. 

Sustaining Time 

As already noted, the first regularly scheduled 

religious program began on radio in 1921. From this date 

forward, commercial stations have had to determine what 

policy would be pursued in connection with religious 

programming. Since tnere are only so many hours of air time 

available some who want to use the airwaves are going to be 

denied the privilege. "Almost from the inception of regularly 

scheduled broadcasting in the 1920s, religious programming 

has been considered to be in 'the public interest'. Most 

stations and networks offered religious groups some airtime 

on a sustaining (i.e., free) basis" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 

46). From the very beginning of religious broadcasting, 

battlelines were drawn between mainline churches and the 

religious right. 
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Network Involvement 

The first national networks, of course, were radio 

networks. NBC was formed in 1926 followed by CBS in 1927 and 

Mutual soon after. NBC refused to sell religious broadcast 

time choosing rather to give time to broadcasters under the 

recommendations of the Federal Council of Churches (Hadden, 

Frankl, 1987). CBS sold time originally but soon abandoned 

the policy when it ran into problems with an outspoken 

Catholic Priest, Charles Coughlin. 

as Father Coughlin's broadcasts turned highly political 
and sometimes anti-Semitic, CBS adopted the NBC policy 
of refusing to sell time for religious purposes, instead 
of apportioning a limited amount of free time to major 
Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish faith groups. (Fore, 
1987, p. 78) 

CBS however, relied "heavily on the Federal Council for 

program suggestions" (Hadden, Frankl, 1987, p. 102). "The 

Mutual Broadcasting System began offering commercial time in 

the mid-1930s, but then restricted its terms and availability 

because of 'strong criticism from mainstream Protestantism'" 

(Hadden, Frankl, 1987, p. 102). 

Because the councils tended to be dominated by the 

mainline Protestant denominations (Fore, 1987), and due to 

mainline protestant pressures on Mutual, evangelical and 

fundamentalists were severely restricted in access to air 
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time. So unwittingly, the networks favored the mainline 

groups to the exclusion of the conservative element. 

Response From the Conservatives 

Almost immediately after Mutual changed its rules 

severely limiting use of that Network by conservatives, "150 

evangelical broadcasters met and formed the National 

Religious Broadcasters" (Hadden, Frankl, 1987, p. 103), known 

today as the NRB. 

From its beginning, NRB has been the champion of freedom 
of speech in religious broadcasting. It has defended 
the right to purchase time and broadcast the Gospel 
within the FCC and industry guidelines. NRB has 
championed the free enterprise approach to religious 
broadcasting in opposition to the recommended sustained 
time only approach of the National Council of Churches. 
(Hindson, 1988a) 

Today the NRB boasts a membership of over 1,200 

organizations (Hindson, 1988a) which encompasses literally 

thousands of individual religious broadcasters. 

TV Enters the Picture 

Although there was more air time available for 

conservatives after the establishment of the NRB, most air 

time stayed with the mainline churches With the development 

of TV, the situation remained much the same. 
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With the advent of television in the 1950s, the National 
Council of Churches . . . successfully lobbied the 
networks for a policy of sustaining time only . . . the 
rank-and-file NRB evangelicals were locked out of 
national television. (Hadden, Frankl, 1987, p. 103) 

Two notable exceptions were evident from the above 

stated policy. CBS allowed the Southern Baptists to join 

their consortium of liberal Protestants, Jews, and Catholics. 

"And because of his popularity, Billy Graham was able to buy 

television time, despite the network restrictions placed on 

evangelical broadcasters in general" (Hadden, Frankl, 1987, 

p. 103). No doubt one of the major reasons Billy Graham was 

so popular and well financed was the support given to him in 

the huge newspaper chain owned by William Randolph Hearst 

(Fore, 1987) . 

However firmly entrenched the mainline Protestant 

churches had become, the 1960 FCC ruling contributed to their 

undoing. 

1960 FCC Ruling 

In 1960, however, 

the FCC released a programming statement in which they 
concluded...that no public-interest basis was to be 
served by distinguishing between sustaining-time 
programs (those broadcast on free air-time) and 
commercially sponsored programs in evaluating a 
station's performance in the public interest. As long 
as the required categories of public-interest programs 
were present, whether they were public service or 
commercial in nature was no longer to be a subject of 
consideration in license-renewal evaluations. 
(Horsfield, 1984, p.13) 
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In a nutshell, the ruling gave local stations "public 

interest credit" for religious programs which were being 

carried on a commercial basis. 

The result of this ruling has been outlined by Hadden in 

the Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion. March 1987. 

Some of these results are listed below: 

1. Evangelicals and fundamentalists rushed to compete 

for available air time. 

2. The competition enhanced the value of airtime and 

stations decided to cash in on the new demand. 

3. Local stations dropped sustaining programs most of 

which were sponsored by the mainline denominations. 

4. Religious broadcasting had become a commercial 

enterprise on both radio and TV. 

5. Mainline groups were either not able or not willing 

to pay for their here-to-for "free" broadcasts. 

6. So virtually all of the mainline, as well as 

Catholic and Jewish, programs were squeezed off the air. 

7. By 1977, just 17 years after the FCC policy 

statement, ninety-two percent of all religious programming 

was paid time (pp. 16-17). 

Thus, the implications of the 1960 policy statement are 

still being felt today. As a rule-of-thumb, evangelicals and 

fundamentalists continue to be willing and able to pay for 

air time. With only a few exceptions, mainline groups are 

either not willing, or are unable to do £J. Therefore, 
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conservatives are in control of the great majority of 

religious broadcasting seen or heard by the American public 

today. Liberals find themselves in the same position they 

had forced the conservatives into back in the early days of 

radio and television, that is, they have been squeezed off 

the airwaves. They are not happy about it and the battle 

over the airwaves continues. For the public, which is by-

and-large uninformed, the conservative control of the 

airwaves has been an "overnight" happening. But to the 

informed, it is easy to see that the struggle for religious 

broadcasting rights has gone on since the inception of 

broadcasting. And at the present time, evangelicals and 

fundamentalists are in control. 

Lessons From the Past 

Modern televangelists owe much to early pioneer 
revivalists who devised successful strategies for 
manipulating conversions and staging huge, impressive 
public crusades. They built massive organizations and 
improved methods to raise money and mobilize believers 
by the tens of thousands. Most important, the skills 
and managerial savvy they accumulated was not lost. 
Indeed, it was preserved and passed down through 
generations of evangelists. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 44) 

Many of the methods and techniques of the present day 

televangelist have been copied from three or four giants of 

the past. These giants deserve notice if the modern 

televangelist and his use of simplex television is to be 

fully understood. 
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Charles Grandison Finney (1792-1875^ 

Charles Finney, a Presbyterian, has been widely 

acclaimed as the "Father of Modern Revivalism" and actually 

wrote a how-to manual on the subject of conducting effective 

revivals. Two techniques pioneered by Finney are of great 

importance as we look at the modern day techniques of 

televangelists. The first, was to use "any means to stir up 

excitement and generate the conditions by which sinners are 

converted . . . only after this happened did the real sales 

pitch begin" (Frankl, 1987, p.37) The second and perhaps 

even more important technique was to lay the groundwork 

before Finney would come to town for a revival meeting. 

His assistants would recruit lay workers in the local 
churches and organize motivational prayer sessions. 
These workers would then post placards, take out 
newspaper advertisements, pass out handbills on street 
corners, and go door-to-door before Finney even arrived 
for the scheduled revival. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, pp. 
44-45) 

Both of Finney's techniques are used by the modern day 

televangelists. Incentives such as jewelry, records, books, 

water from the Jordan river, healing oil, etc., are 

extensively used to "generate the proper conditions" for 

conversion, and incidentally for the raising of funds. The 

second technique, that of laying groundwork for a revival has 

no doubt been best used today by Billy Graham. 
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Graham will not conduct a crusade in any city unless 
that crusade is sponsored by the churches; the churches 
must furnish droves of people to handle local 
arrangements, supervise the collections, and be 
responsible for follow-up activities. Lots of local 
people are also needed to act as counselors at the 
crusades. (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 21) 

Graham has added his own twist to the revival meeting. 

The volunteer counselors are expected to seat themselves 

throughout the audience and at the point of being asked by 

Graham to "come forward to Christ," they are expected to 

begin moving down the aisles toward the front, thus giving 

the "illusion of a spontaneous and mass response to the 

invitation" (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 21). 

Dwight L. Moody (1837-1899) 

Dwight Moody, claiming to be a nondenominational, 

patterned his ministry after Finney. He went beyond Finney 

in two major areas. One, influenced by his business 

background, he introduced a "businesslike organization into 

the religious sphere...and managerial techniques to improve 

the operation and effectiveness of revivals" (Frankl, 1987, 

p. 50). His second great contribution involved setting up 

Bible schools and institutes such as the Moody Bible 

Institute in Chicago. "Today, these Christian schools are 

major building blocks for many televangelists in their 

attempts to evangelize and influence the non-Christian world" 

(Frankl, 1987, p. 50). 
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Rilly Sunday (1862-1935) 

Billy Sunday, who claimed to be a fundamentalist, 

brought entertainment to the pulpit on a grand scale. He 

"relied on dramatization and on entertaining techniques to 

enthrall his audience" (Frankl, 1987, p. 55). 

In contrast to Finney's logical argument or Moody's 
calm, persuasive style, Sunday was all emotion...a 
showman. He would skip, gyrate, slide and do 
cartwheels. He would stand on chairs, peel off layers 
of clothing as he worked himself up into a later, and do 
burlesque-style imitations. He was bombastic, loud, 
abusive, rancorous. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 45) 

Sunday was hailed as "the greatest evangelist since 

Martin Luther" and "the most colorful preacher in American 

history" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 45). 

Sunday caught the attention and admiration of one of the 

most wealthy and powerful men in America, John D. 

Rockefeller, and was eventually backed by him (Fore, 1987, 

p.81). With the Rockefeller support and Sunday's own 

administrative skill, "Sunday's organization became one of 

the five most efficient businesses in the United States . . . 

when Sunday died, he was enormously wealthy" (Hadden, Shupe, 

1988, p. 46) . 

Sunday also brought patriotism back into the pulpit. 

"Sunday's patriotism in the pulpit was demagoguery" (Frankl, 

1987, p. 56). With his harsh preaching, fundamental 

rhetoric, knowledge of marketing and motivating audiences,and 
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superpatriotism, Sunday paved the way for the "new generation 

evangelist," that is, the televangelist, 

Fulton Sheen 

As strange as it may seem, "It was a Roman Catholic 

Bishop, not a Protestant evangelical, who proved the value of 

personality and staging in the early days of television 

religion" (Leonard, 1984, p. 49). After much popularity as a 

radio preacher. Sheen was approached by Texaco who wanted to 

sponsor his "Life Is Worth Living" program on both Dumont and 

ABC television (Fore, 1987, p. 80). 

Sheen's program was classic simplex television, choosing 

a blackboard, which was cleaned during commercial breaks, as 

his only visual aid. "The clean blackboard was Sheen's only 

'trick'. The rest of his program was meticulously planned, 

with Sheen spending about 30 hours each week preparing for 

the telecast" (Horsfield, 1984, p. 7). 

No doubt much of Sheen's success was due to the fact 

that the American television audience was not yet 

sophisticated in the area of television programming and 

production. However, he was a man for his day and his 

program was an overwhelming success. 
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No other religious program has ever gained such 
sustained commercial sponsorship and no other religious 
program has ever drawn the consistently high audience 
which Sheen attracted during his five-year series. Yet 
his success in many ways provided a model which was to 
be adopted by later conservative broadcasters. 
(Horsfield, 1984, p. 8) 

Although a Catholic Priest, Sheen talked about many'of 

the subjects which were near and dear to the heart and 

theology of the conservative protestant; war, communism, 

family life, and personal problems. In 1977 he was invited 

to the National Religious Broadcasters convention, and 

received a standing ovation (Horsfield, 1984). 

This short history of Sheen and others, has laid the 

basic groundwork for an understanding of the modern day 

televangelist. Of interest, is their continued use of 

simplex television. 

Major Televangelists of Today 

William F. Fore, in his book Television and Religion 

(1987), has outlined what he calls five generations of 

electronic-church preachers. He maintains these generations 

are best exemplified by the following televangelists: 

* First generation - Billy Graham. 

* Second generation - Oral Roberts-.. 

* Third generation - Rex Humbard. 

* Fourth generation - Pat Robertson and the 700 Club. 
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* Fifth generation - Also exemplified by Pat Robertson 

as he continued and put together a genuine TV Network (pp. 

82-84) . 

Televangelism today is greatly influenced by the above 

personalities as well as many others. It is important to 

understand the goals, lifestyles, strengths, weaknesses, and 

the theology of today's major televangelists, if we are going 

to have a true picture of the phenomenon of religious 

television today. Because of hi longevity, his continued 

popularity, and his being one of the first generation 

televangelists, the obvious place to begin is with Billy 

Graham. 

William Franklin (Billy) Graham 

There is little doubt that Billy Graham is the "Dean" of 

today's televangelists. Although he is not without his 

faults or his critics, he has managed to build and maintain a 

reputation for honesty and integrity even in the face of the 

scandals of 1987 through 1989. While other TV ministries are 

struggling hard to maintain budgets, are being forced into 

laying off hundreds of employees, and are making numerous 

appeals for more funding, the Billy Graham Evangelistic 

Association is reporting "income running ahead of last year's 

which was up 5 percent" (Sheler, Taylor, 1988, p. 25). What 

continues to be the reason for Graham's success? 
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"Where Billy Sunday's revivals left off, Billy Graham's 

picked up . . . Graham's message and timing fit perfectly 

into the traditionalist reaction" (Fore, 1987, p. 81). 

Graham appeared, as did -unday, to be a man for his time. 

Graham's "big break" came at the historic 1964 crusade 

in Los Angeles "where three prominent, newsworthy figures 

were among the multitudes converted. Th-̂ *: crusade, so the 

story goes, attracted the attention of publisher William 

Randolph Hearst, who urged his newspapers to 'puff 

Graham'"(Leonard, 1984, pp. 49-50). From this point on, it 

seems, money problems were not too apparent in the Graham 

organization. 

Graham's technique was relatively simple. It depended 

primarily on generating massive rallies, and the TV cameras 

were brought in to cover the rallies as they might cover a 

football game or a political assembly (Fore, 1987). "Graham 

has maintained the crusade as the primary format for his 

television programs . . . now seems the only television 

revivalist still able to succeed with the unpredictable 

environment of an outdoor crusade" (Leonard, 1984, p. 50) . 

Graham continues to be the "Dean" of today's religious 

broadcasters (Sheler, Taylor, 1988). 
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Granville Oral Roberts 

Roberts, typical of the second generation evangelist, 

followed quickly on the heels of Billy Graham in the 

television broadcasting business. "One of the earliest 

Pentecostals on television, Roberts' first program aired on 

January 10, 1954. Soon he had taken cameras into the revival 

tent . . . Americans saw what healing crusades were 

like . . . and controversy erupted" (Leonard, 1984, p. 50). 

Roberts continues to be remembered today 

as the man with the 'world's largest gospel tent' who 
traveled from city to city from the late 1940s through 
the early 1960s. During the twenty years of his tent 
meetings, he established a reputation as a spellbinding 
preacher and faith healer. (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 22) 

Roberts began simplex television broadcasts claiming to 

have healed people by the thousands. "Roberts even offered 

to heal people right in their homes if they would place their 

hands on the TV set" (Fore, 1987, p. 82). Roberts continued 

this first phase of his television ministry until 1967 when 

he announced, according to Bill Leonard in The Review and 

Expositor, that "this phase of my ministry had peaked. Its 

effectiveness was declining" (p.51). 

Roberts again came on the air in 1969 with an entirely 

different look. The new look continued to mold the future 

use of religious simplex television. 
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When he returned to the sir in 1969 he was a United 
Methodist minister, Preb^-dent of Oral Roberts 
University (ORU), and star of what many called the Oral 
Roberts Variety Show. Gone was the tent and the 
traditional Pentecostal environment. (Leonard, 1984, p. 
51) 

The popularity of Roberts and his television show peaked 

again in 1981-1982 and has continued to decline since 

(Hargrove, Infield, and Williams, 1987). Three overwhelming 

events have led to the "beginning of the end" for Roberts. 

(1) In 1977, Roberts announced that God had called him into 

the California desert for a talk. At that time, according to 

Roberts, God gave him a vision of a new "City of Faith" 

hospital complex which was to be built "exactly as I have 

given you the vision" (Hargrove et al., 1987, p. 17). 

Tulsa's ambulance services readied themselves for 

transporting the rush of sick who would descend upon the 

airports, hotels were built in anticipation, the hospital was 

built ready to care for 777 (a biblical concept taken from 

the book of Revelation), but after "the City of Faith opened, 

the dream has turned into a financial nightmare" (Hargrove et 

al., 1987, p. 17). The expected rush of patients to the 

hospital never materialized and it was soon realized that 

Roberts had finally overextended himself. Even his 

pronouncement that he had talked with a "900-foot vision of 

Jesus Christ, who assured him the City of Faith medical 

complex would find a cure for cancer" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, 
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p. 122) has not been enough to turn the tide of the failing 

ministry. 

The second major event in the ongoing decline of the 

Roberts ministry was a book written by one of Roberts' -̂ wn 

right hand men, Jerry Sholes. In his book. Give Me Thar. 

Prime-Time Religion, Sholes gives an insider's report on the 

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Asoociation. Sholes maintains that 

Roberts has personally misused the public's trust, abused his 

purported relationship with God, has deliberately misled 

millions of his "partners," and has outright lied (Sholes, 

1979) . 

The third major event which has had repercussions in 

nearly all areas of televangelism today, and which has led to 

a further erosion of confidence in Roberts and in religious 

television in general, was the announcement that God was 

going to end his life if eight million dollars was not raised 

by a certain date. "Oral essentially turned God into an 

extortion artist . . . It was a new low in electronic fund-

raising" (Lord et al., 1987, p. 59). 

Alpha Rex Humbard 

Rex Humbard, beginning the third generation of 

televangelists, added his unique and lasting flair to the use 

of simplex television. 
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Rex Humbard was the most successful in mastering the art 
of parapersonal communication. He included his whole 
family in the act - wifp, children, and grandchildren . 
. . A whole generation grew up with the Humbards and, 
for many of them, the Humbard family was a part of their 
own . . . developed an audience that was intensely 
loyal. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 122) 

Humbard's religious broadcasting career started on radio 

in 1932 and on television in 1952 (Humbard, 1982). His major 

claim to fame as a televangelist came about largely because 

of "The Cathedral of Tomorrow" which was built in Akron, 

Ohio. It was the first church building which was built and 

designed expressly for television. "It boasted a 220-foot 

domed roof without interior support and a huge cross 

suspended from the ceiling with 4,700 red, white, and blue 

lights" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 122). It came "complete 

with a 360 degree rotating stage with risers . . . on which 

the entire Humbard family could stand . . . The entire 

'service' was basically a TV production" (Fore, 1987, p. 

83) . 

Three factors led to the downfall and subsequent 

cancellation of Humbard's televangelist activities. These 

factors are enumerated in Televangelism Power & Politics On 

God's Frontier (Hadden, Shupe, 1988). These factors were, 

(1) massive building programs, (2) sale of securities, and 

(3) a challenge by the I.R.S. because of the purchase and 

operation of a girdle factory in New York. The factory was 

purchased with money raised for the ministry. 
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Humbard's "family show" plus his innovation of a church 

building designed especially for television have been copied 

by televangelists since Humbard first showed the way. This 

innovation was extremely important in the use of simp..ix 

television. For the first time, the medium was controlling 

the presentation. 

Jimmy Lee Swaggart 

Another third generation televangelist, Jimmy Lee 

Swaggart, cousin of rock musician Jerry Lee Lewis and 

country-western guru Mickey Gilley (Hadden, Swann, 1981), 

took over the "top spot" as the number one televangelist in 

1983 (Hadden, Shupe, 1988), beating out Oral Roberts for the 

first time. In that same year, "Newsweek proclaimed him 

'King of Honky-Tonk Heaven" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988), largely 

because of his style of religious program. "Jimmy belts out 

good-time, hand-clapping gospel songs at the piano and sings 

with great feeling. He is backed up by a Nashville-style 

band, and even a skeptical viewer is likely to get caught up 

in the infectious rhythms" (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 38). 

Music has been very good to Swaggart especially in 

bringing in millions of dollars in revenue. Music awards, 

including a gold record, adorn the walls of Swaggart's Baton 

Rouge office, located in his 30 million dollar World Ministry 

Center (Hadden, Shupe, 1988). Swaggart's empire brought in 

over $142 million in 1986 and includes; a national television 
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audience of 9 million (includes cable viewers), a 1,000-

student Bible college, a 7,000-seat church (Lord et al., 

1987), a worldwide mail-order business, a TV recording 

studio, a family worship center, in excess of 1,000 employees 

(Martz, Smith, Pedersen, Shapiro, Miller, and Carroll, 1987), 

and more than a half-dozen radio stations (Hadden, Shupe, 

1988) . 

Swaggart is probably best known in recent times as the 

man who "blew the whistle" on sin in others, but who finally 

got caught himself. Among those he has spoken against are; 

Marvin Gorman, a fellow evangelist in the Assemblies of God 

who was "defrocked" largely due to the influence of Swaggart; 

Jim Bakker, whose affair with Jessica Hahn has been widely 

publicized, and even Oral Roberts who Swaggart described as 

"a dear brother perched up in a tower, telling people that if 

they don't send him money, God's going to kill him" (Martz et 

al., 1987, p. 17) . 

Robert Harold Schuller 

Also considered a third generation televangelist, Robert 

Schuller also uses the medium of one way, non-interactive 

television, he is "Swaggart's antimatter counterpart. He is 

cool, rational, and optimistic where Swaggart is sweaty, 

emotional, and premillennially pessimistic" (Hadden, Shupe, 

1988, p. 124). Shuller began his ministry in the 1950s in 

Garden Grove, California by beginning a drive-in church at an 
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outdoor theater where he delivered his sermons from the top 

of a snack bar (Frankl, 1987). From this inauspicious 

beginning, Schuller now preaches from.his $18 million, 

10,000-member Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove (Lord et al., 

1988). Schuller has been called "the new Norman Vincent 

Peale. He preaches positive thinking, soft-sells evangelism 

. . . appeals to a somewhat younger, upscale audience" (Lord 

et al., 1987, p. 65). 

His message is getting out to the public as shown in the 

number one rating (excluding cable) among religious 

broadcasters in 1986 for his program, "Hour of Power" (Fore, 

1987) . 

Other than his Crystal Cathedral and his power of 

positive thinking Christianity, Schuller separates himself 

from other televangelists on two counts. (1) He is "the 

only television minister who is a member of a mainline 

Protestant denomination. Ordained in the Reformed Church in 

America . . . " (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 124). He is similar 

to other televangelists in that "His denomination, however, 

does not sponsor his broadcasts" (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 

29). (2) He is "the closest thing to an intellectual and a 

liberal in televangelism. In a profession that has more 

honorary doctorates than any other, Schuller's doctorate is 

earned. He doesn't appreciate being lumped in with the rest 

of the televangelist crowd" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 125). 
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Jercy Falwell -̂  

Perhaps one of the better known third generation 

televangelists today is Jerry Falwell. Falwell is unique in 

his approach to television in that he was one of the first of 

the modern day fundamentalists to unashamedly mix politics 

and religion. Falwell is just as comfortable in a press 

conference as he is in a church service. He is thought by 

many to be the founder of the now defunct "Moral Majority." 

But in reality Falwell was chosen to head up the organization 

in the late 1970s by Paul Weyrich, one of the actual founders 

of the group (Fore, 1987). 

Falwell attended and graduated from Baptist Bible 

College in Springfield, Missouri, and in 1956 returned to 

Lynchburg and started the now famous Thomas Road Baptist 

Church (Hadden, Swann, 1981). From an "initial membership of 

thirty-five members who met for services in a former Donald 

Duck soft-drink bottling plant, Falwell built Thomas Road 

into one of the nation's largest congregations" (Hadden, 

Shupe, 1988, p. 136) which boasts a membership of 20,000. 

Falwell, almost immediately, started using the broadcast 

media to get his message out, depending as did his 

predecessors, on the use of simplex television. Within five 

years of starting his ministry, Falwell's ministry prospered 

and has now expanded to a $100 million empire (Lord et al., 

1987) which includes the following: 
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1. A radio ministry. 

2. A television ministry. 

3. A Christian academy. 

4. A bus ministry for children. 

5. Liberty Baptist College (present enrollment 

approximately 6,500 with a 25-year plan for over 50,000). 

6. Liberty Baptist Seminary. 

7. Leadership of the "Moral Majority" which has now 

changed its name to the "Liberty Foundation." 

8. For a short period of time, leadership of the 

failing PTL. 

9. The Thomas Road Baptist Church with a present 

membership of 20,000 (Hadden, Shupe, 1988). Falwell has 

recently "left politics" and gone back to his duties at the 

Thomas Road Baptist Church. 

Although Falwell claims to be "out of politics," he has 

not at all given up his goals and desires for America. He is 

a nationally recognized opinion leader for the "New Christian 

Right" (Frankl, 1987), but seemingly has decided his goals 

can best be met through his Liberty University complex. 

Liberty University is "the key to understanding Jerry 

Falwell's plans for expanding his parachurch empire and his 

influence on American history" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, pp. 136-

137) . 
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Marion G. "Pat" Robertson 

Pat Robertson is unique in the world of televangelists 

as he typifies both the fourth and fifth generations. 

Robertson, is a "Phi Kappa Delta graduate of Washington and 

Lee University . . . a marine captain in Korea, graduated 

from Yale Law School . . . a faith healer, a speaker in 

tongues, and a hearer of direct revelations which he calls 

'Words of Knowledge' from God" (Hadden, Swann, 1981). 

Although he was trained as a lawyer, he "failed to pass the 

bar exams for New York State and found his law career 

frustrated" (Horsfield, 1984, p. 25). After failing the bar 

exams, Robertson attended New York Theological Seminary and 

"tried starting a ghetto ministry in New York City before 

moving back to Virginia" (Fore, 1987, p. 83). 

Robertson began his involvement in religious 

broadcasting after purchasing a "tiny defunct UHF television 

station in Portsmouth, Va., for only $70 in 1959" (Fore, 

1987, p. 83). Although he had no money, Robertson managed to 

survive and on October 1, 1961, nearly two years after 

purchasing the station, went on the air for his first 

broadcast "day" which lasted for only one and a half hours 

(Horsfield, 1984) (note: Hadden reports the first day's 

broadcasts lasted two and a half hours (Hadden, Swann, 1981). 

This was the beginning of what later became the Christian 

Broadcasting Network (CBN). 
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No doubt Robertson's educational background was better 

than his failing bar exam indicated to the public. From 

starting the CBN bank account with an initial deposit of only 

$3.00 (Hadden, Swann, 1981), Robertson has 

built CBN into one of the most sophisticated 
communications networks in the world. The $230 million 
CBN empire has become the nation's third largest cable 
television network (behind Ted Turner's Cable News 
Network and ESPN sports), and it may eventually become, 
as Robertson once prophesied, the fourth national 
network. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 138) 

Robertson has affected religious simplex television in 

four major areas: (1) The initiation of the talk show 

religious format and the magazine type religious format, (2) 

launching his Christian Broadcasting Network which in 1987 

was carried by 7,353 cable systems and grossed over $176 

million (Lord et al., 1987), (3) using his talk show and CBN 

as a stepping stone to mount a bid for the 1988 presidential 

nomination. The book, Televangelism Power & Politics on 

God's Frontier by Hadden and Shupe (1988), is an in-depth 

look at this particular phenomenon, (4) going beyond "merely 

state-of-the art communications into more innovative 

technologies and strategies. To this end, his university's 

graduate school aims to produce a special elite generation of 

Christian communicators" (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 139). 
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Jim and Tammy Fay Bakker 

Jim Bakker, considered a fifth generation televangelist, 

was quoted in a 1979 article as follows: "It's not listed in 

the Bible . . . but my spiritual gift, my specific calling 

from God, is to be a television talk-show host. That's what 

I'm here on earth to do. I love TV. I eat it, I sleep it" 

(Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 32). 

Bakker got his start in televangelism on CBN as an 

employee for Pat Robertson and became the number one man in a 

relatively new organization called "People That Love" (PTL), 

(Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 126). 

The Bakkers soon founded the PTL television network and 
were exactly where they wanted to be - in the spotlight, 
calling all the shots - the very "heartbeat of PTL, the 
. . . couple who make the total concept come together in 
a vibrant, anointed ministry . . . (Bakker, 1983, p.3) 

Bakker's contribution to televangelism seems to be in 

the area of audience gullibility, and behind the scenes 

personal problems. 

Bakker is the closest thing to a manic-depressive in the 
electric church. In front of live audiences, he can be 
cheery and ebullient one moment and then plunge into 
deep depression the next. Near the top of the list of 
what can plunge him into near-despair are cash-flow 
shortfalls and criticism of his lifestyle. (Hadden, 
Shupe, 1988, p. 128) 

Bakker used his television program to fund an ambitious 

project, the planning and building of Heritage USA. Heritage 

USA was a $172 million complex located just outside of 
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Charlotte, North Carolina, on 2,300 acres. Among the many 

attractions. Heritage USA included a Biblical theme park 

which was visited by 6 million people in 1986, third in 

attendance just behind Walt Disney World and Disneyland. In 

the same year, the year before his fall from grace, his PTL 

television ministry grossed $129 million and was broadcast on 

180 stations to hundreds of thousands of homes (Lord et al., 

1987) . 

Fundraising Techniques 

One of the major reasons televangelism today has such a 

negative image is because of fundraising techniques. Almost 

every type of promotion, gimmick, advertising technique, and 

con game is used to raise funds in the name of religion. 

From the "little old lady" going to the church sponsored 

bingo game, to the outright lie, raising money in religion is 

big business. In 1987, over $1.5 billion went into the 

coffers of religious broadcasters alone (Sheler, Taylor, 

1988, p. 25). Some claim this figure should be more in the 

neighborhood of $2 billion a year (Lord et al., 1987). 

Two prominent facts are paramount in attempting to 

understand the religious fundraising fiasco found in the 

United States today. First, broadcast production and airtime 

are extremely expensive, and second, all of the top 

televangelists today are responsible for raising their own 

funds. It is easy to see, therefore, that the pressure of 
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fund raising is always present. Although there is a loose 

fellowship among many televangelists, each is independent of 

the other and competition for bringing in "continuing 

dollars" is the name of the game. "Fund-raising is a central 

activity, if not the central activity of the electronic 

church" (Fore, 1987, p. 90). 

Techniques include: Roberts's, health and wealth 

philosophy, (Sholes, 1979, p. 25); Pat Robertson's "Kingdom 

Principles" and Kenneth Copeland's "Prosperity Theology" 

(Hadden, Shupe, 1988); Swaggart's "Word Outreach Partners" 

(Fisher, Byars, nondated); Shuller's "Possibility Thinking 

(Shuller, 1984); Bakker's PTL Club; and on and on the list 

could go. But whether it is called "Prayer Partners," "Power 

Partners," "Outreach Partners," or by numerous other terms 

the bottom line remains the same, give your soul to the Lord 

but send your money to us. 

No doubt Rex Humbard, as he was folding up "his Big 

Gospel^Tent of the Airwaves . . . sadly laid bare the truth: 

'People will not give a dollar to win a soul or bring a 

person to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ. They give their 

dollars to build giant cathedrals, projects, schools'" 

(Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p. 123). As a result of the above 

attitude, millions of dollars have been solicited for glass 

church buildings, a Bible theme park, the building of 

Universities, Hospitals, Prayer towers, and numerous other 

brick and mortar projects. It is a well known fact among 
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televangelists that "special projects can elicit donations 

far in excess of what is needed; the surplus can pay the 

bills for airtime and general operations" (Hadden, Shupe, 

1988, p. 122). 

In addition to the above, Razelle Frankl, in her book, 

Televangelism: The Marketing of Popular Religion, reports her 

findings on eight of the popular televangelists today. In 

regard to studying their programs in detail, she makes the 

following statement concerning fundraising: 

The amount of time used to elicit financial support or 
viewer contacc ranged from a low of 1.5 minutes an hour 
. . .(of a filmed trip to Israel) to a high of 27.5 
minutes on a thirty-minute Oral Roberts program . . . 
the median . . . was 8.8 minutes per thirty-minute 
segment. (1987, p. 133) 

Robert Abelman, professor of communications at Cleveland 

State University, is quoted by William Fore as saying, "Most 

often, the reason cited for the request for money is 

survival. It's not to preach the Gospel or for mission work. 

It's to stay on the air" (Fore, 1987, p. 90). Jimmy 

Swaggart, for example, spends approximately 85 percent of his 

contributions "just keeping his program on the air, that is, 

on production and distribution" (Fore, 1987, p. 90). The 

effectiveness of the "just keep me on the air" plea is well 

documented by Hadden and Swann in their book, Prime-Time 

Preachers: The Rising Power of Televangelism (1981). Jim 
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Bakker, at that time a member of the 700 Club, appeared on 

camera just before 

sign-off and told the audience: 'Our purpose has been 
to serve the Lord Jesus Christ through radio and 
television. But we've fallen short. We need $10,000 a 
month to stay on the air . . . we're on the verge of 
bankruptcy', . . . Bakker's voice broke and he cried . . 
. the camera focused on Jim's face as the tears rolled 
down and splattered on the floor . . . Immediately the 
phones in the studio started ringing . . , all ten lines 
were jammed . . . by 2:30 A.M. we had raised $105,000. 
(p. 114) 

Many other methods are used in the solicitation of 

funds. Sale of books, records, tapes, religious art, and 

many other items bring in thousands, perhaps millions of 

dollars each year. The "free offer" which usually consists 

of lapel buttons, necklaces, small books and pamphlets, 

actual soil from the Holy Land, healing oil, healing cloths, 

small Bibles, and numerous additional items is an excellent 

way to get viewers on mailing lists for direct-mail 

solicitation. In fact, the free offer "has become the most 

successful way of attracting people to the television 

ministries. 'You've got to offer some incentive for people 

to communicate with you. The minute we stop offering gifts, 

our revenues go down dramatically'" (Hadden, Swann, 1981, p. 

117). The 800 numbers and emotional pleas of "keep me on the 

air" continue on a daily basis in the world of big time 

televangelism. Hov/ever, the delivery system, that is, non-

interactive television, remains the same. 
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Criticism is rampant concerning the fundraising 

techniques employed by many televangelists today. Much of 

the criticism is justified; however, it is important not to 

lump all televangelists together and label them all 

dishonest. Many religious groups are very careful in 

fundraising and subscribe to the self-imposed codes of the 

National Religious Broadcasters. The code was put in place 

after the PTL scandal, and is referred to in the literature 

as EFICOM (Ethics and Financial Integrity Commission) and is 

printed in full in the November 1987 issue of Religious 

Broadcasting beginning on page 21. Many of these 

televangelists had already been members of the Evangelical 

Council for Financial Accountability, although "not one of 

the top ten televangelists is among them, and they are 

consistently in breach of its code" (Fairlie, 1987, p. 23). 

It is also important to understand that some religious 

groups totally refrain from raising money on the airwaves. 

One such group, the church of Christ (in no way affiliated 

with the United Churches of Christ), sponsors programs with 

"free-will" offerings contributed by its members. No 

solicitations are made over the airwaves and all materials 

offered on the programs are given free of charge with no 

financial "hooks" of any kind. 
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The Audience Size Debate 

There is a vast discrepancy in audience figures when it 

comes to televangelism. Some who report findings do not have 

an adequate working knowledge of interpreting Arbitron and 

Nielsen figures. Such seems to be the root cause of much of 

the controversy. 

In 1980, the executive director of the NRB, Ben 

Armstrong, cited the religious audience at 130 million. 

However, in the same book, he also cited the "unduplicated 

audience" to be 14 million (Hadden, 1986). The unduplicated 

audience (cume) is the number of different people who view a 

program for at least five minutes in a given part of a day 

(Arbitron, 1983). The key to understanding is the phrase 

"unduplicated audience." An unduplicated audience is one in 

which one person is counted only one time for that particular 

part of the day during a given reporting period (Arbitron, 

1983) . For example, if a person watches at the same time 

every day for seven days, he is counted only once. In the 

duplicated audience, he would be counted once every 15 

minutes, times the number of hours he watched in that part of 

the day, times the number of days he watched. Therefore, it 

is easy to see how confusion could result. 

Another problem comes from the fact that all audience 

ratings are estimates and not actual figures. The average 

household in the United States contains 2.4 persons. During 

fringe (late evening and early morning hours), or deep-fringe 
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(late night and very early morning) this number drops to 1.4 

persons. Because most religious programming is scheduled in 

the Sunday fringe area, including the Sunday Morning Ghetto 

(Sunday morning when all types of religious programming is 

aired back to back), the 1.4 figure should be used. If the 

smaller figure is used, the religious audience drops to 7.2 

million viewers (Fore, 1987). 

Even in the joint study of religious television, usually 

referred to as the Annenberg Study (Gerbner et al., 1984), 

the Gallup organization reported that 40 percent of the 

population of the U.S. watched religious television. The 

Arbitron people reported, in the same study, that the 

audience level was only six percent of the population. The 

reason for the vast difference was the method and 

interpretation of the data (Hoover, 1987). There was no 

attempt in the study to combine the figures into some 

meaningful data. One article summed up the study as having 

"meaningless data," "trivial information," "drivel 

conclusions," was "not very important," and "bordered on 

disaster" (Hadden, Frankl, 1987). 

In the final analysis, the answer to the simple 
question, 'How many people are watching?' is simply we 
don't know . . . But the answer to the question, 'Is 
anybody listening?' is an unequivocal YES. The 
audiences are not as huge as some of the televangelists 
and their supporters were maintaining . . . but just as 
certainly, the audiences are not as small as some of 
their adversaries would like the American public to 
believe. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p.158) 
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Audience Demograph\cs 

In the United States, as people get older, they 

generally become more conservative and more religious. 

The size of the U.S. population has also grown 
significantly, but the number of elderly has grown 
faster . . . whereas the 3.1 million citizens over 
sixty-five in 1900 represented only 4.1 percent of the 
U.S. population . . . increased to 5.4 in 1930 and then 
jumped to 11.2 in 1980 . . . in 2030, the percentage 
over age sixty-five will be 20. (Hadden, Shupe, 1988, p 
296) 

In light of these facts, it is not surprising then that 

the average religious television audience today is older. 

The audience for religious broadcasting can be 
characterized succinctly as demographically downscale 
and religious: typically older, poorer, less educated, 
and more likely to be blue-collar than the average 
American television viewer . . . they also are more 
likely to be church members, to participate in other 
religious activities, to be Protestant and evangelical, 
and to be more conservative in a wide range of religious 
beliefs, values and attitudes . . . (Abelman, 1987, p. 
295) 

Frankl adds to these facts in her book, Televangelism: 

The Marketing of Popular Religion. "The largest market 

segment for the electric church consists of women over fifty 

years of age . . . non-whites, old people, the less well 

educated, and those who make less money" (1987, p. 125). 

However, on page 126 of the same book, Frankl indicates that 

"new groups of male and younger viewers will be receptive to 

religious programs that are 'more like secular television.'" 
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Conclusions 

Several conclusions are listed below, which for the most 

part, are those of the researcher; however, they are based on 

hundreds of hours of research and study and are generally 

supported in the literature (Martz et al., 1987; Boyd, 1988, 

Frankl, 1987; Hadden, Shupe, 1988; Fore, 1987; Gerbner et 

al., 1984) . 

1. Televangelists and religious television, in general, 

appeal to only a certain limited segment of the American 

public. 

2. This audience is, for the most part, a very loyal 

audience. 

3. This audience believes in repentance and 

forgiveness. They want to forgive and believe the Biblical 

principal, "He that is without sin should cast the first 

stone." 

4. If a portion of this audience has become 

disillusioned with a particular TV preacher, they still 

remain loyal to "the cause," i.e., fundamentalism. The 

likelihood they will continue to watch broadcast evangelism 

and continue to contribute to it is very high. 

5. Further polarization of the American public has 

taken place, i.e., those who were opposed to the electronic 

church are more opposed to it than ever and those who were 

believers in the electric church continue to be believers. 
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6. The press, for the most part, are unknowledgeable of 

Christianity and especially of fundamentalism. Therefore, a 

biased view will continue to appear in both print and in the 

broadcast media. 

7. The independence of major televangelists makes a true 

"meeting of the minds" on nearly any topic quite impossible. 

This includes politics. The inability of Pat Robertson to 

"show" any better than he did in his bid for the Presidential 

nomination, makes one wonder of the actual political power of 

the "New Christian Right." 

8. Noone has called for the close of Congress or 

similar institutions because of abuses by some of its 

members. 

9. By way of the broadcast media, it is possible to 

speak to more people--on a single program—than the combined 

lifetime audiences of Jesus and his twelve apostles. 

Therefore, one can be assured that the use of one way, non-

interactive television will continue. 

Research on One-Way Instructional 
Television 

One of the main problems in connection with research on 

Instructional Television is that the literature is dated. 

The majority of studies done on non-interactive one-way 

television are 20 to 30 years old. Much of the educational 

world, except for that of religious education, has adapted 
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and gone beyond the "lecture" or the "worship service" type 

of approach. Literature loday deals with the use of 

satellites, full motion interactive TV, computer assisted 

distance education, fiber optic technology, micro-wave 

systems, interactive videodiscs, and other technology. It 

also assumes that paper and pencil materials are in the hands 

of the potential learner, and in most cases, the learners 

have gathered together in a classroom situation for the 

purpose of learning and earning a grade in the course. 

However, because the Amazing Grace Bible Class continues in 

essentially the same manner, that is, a one-way non-

interactive presentation, it is necessary to look at the 

research to see what methods and techniques have been shown 

to be most successful. 

Findings of Chu and Schramm 

One of the most definitive and often quoted research 

reports on instructional television is one which was 

conducted by Godwin Chu and Wilber Schramm in 1967. Their 

results are compiled in Learning From Television: What the 

Research Says (1967). They compiled 207 published studies 

which compared television teaching to that of conventional 

teaching. In these 207 studies, 425 separate comparisons 

were made and of these, 308 showed no statistically 

significant differences in student achievement. In later 
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studies, Schramm's findings continued to be in agreement 

with most who have studied instructional television. 

Most of these studies compare television instruction 
with classroom instruction. And the finding is clear: 
the more carefully such comparisons are designed and 
controlled, the more likely they are to show no 
significant difference in learning from the two sources 
(Schramm, 1977, p. 27) 

Fifty of Chu and Schramm's comparisons found 

conventional instruction superior to televised instruction, 

with 67 comparisons showing televised instruction 

statistically superior to conventional instruction. 

Numerous conclusions and/or suggestions were given by 

Chu and Schramm, of which a partial list follows: 

1. Given favorable conditions, children learn 

efficiently from instructional television. [Perhaps children 

should be a prime target for religious television.] 

2. By and large, instructional television can more 

easily be used effectively for primary and secondary students 

than for college students. [If this trend continues, 

reaching the older audience via religious television may be 

very difficult.] 

3. So far as we can tell from present evidence, 

television can be used efficiently to teach any subject 

matter where one-way communication will contribute to 

learning. 
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4. Television is most effective as a tool for learning 

when used in a suitable context of learning activities at the 

receiving end. [This seems to suggest that lectures, sermons, 

or methods which are designed for the audience to be passive 

learners only, will not be very effective.] 

5. Television is more likely to be an efficient tool 

of learning if it is planned and organized efficiently. 

6. There is no evidence to suggest that either visual 

magnification or large-size screen will improve learning from 

television in general. 

7. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that 

color will improve learning from film or television. 

8. There is no clear evidence on the kind of 

variations in production techniques that significantly 

contribute to learning from instructional television. 

However, students will learn better when the visuals are 

presented in a continuous order and carefully planned both by 

the television team and the studio teacher. [The use of 

visuals in instructional television is assumed. This would 

seem to suggest that religious speakers need to include 

visuals in their presentations rather than simply lecturing 

to the audience.] 

9. Attention-gaining cues that are irrelevant to the 

subject matter will most probably have a negative effect on 

learning from instructional television. 
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10. There is no consistent evidence to suggest that 

either humor or animation significantly contributes to 

learning from instructional television. 

11. Subtitles tend to improve learning from 

instructional television, particularly when the original 

program is not well organized. 

12. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that 

dramatic presentation will result in more learning than will 

expository presentation in instructional television. 

13. Inserting questions in a television program does 

not seem to improve learning, but giving the students a rest 

does. [Rest, as used in this context, means a one minute 

break in instruction. Students may listen to unrelated 

announcements, music, etc.] 

14. Repeated showings of a television program will 

result in more learning, up to a point. But teacher-directed 

follow-up, where available, is more effective than a second 

showing of the same program. 

15. There is no clear evidence to suggest whether eye-

contact in television instruction will affect the amount of 

learning. 

16. The students are likely to acquire the same amount 

of learning from instructional television whether the 

materials are presented as a lecture, or in an interview, or 

in a panel discussion. [However, interview and discussion 
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formats were found to be consistently more interesting to the 

students]. 

17. Noise will reduce the effectiveness of learning 

from film and television so far as part of the learning comes 

from the auditory medium. [For the elderly audience, not 

being able to hear the program seems to be a major problem.] 

18. Instructional television appears to be equally 

effective with small and large viewing groups. 

19. Whether instructional television can teach students 

who view at home as effectively as students in the classroom 

seems to depend on other conditions. [Three of these 

conditions are social support by peers, competition among 

students, and interaction between the students. This also 

implies that instructional television, as normally studied, 

deals with classroom situations and not with home viewing.] 

20. Students will learn more from instructional 

television under motivated conditions than under unmotivated 

conditions. [Lack of two-way communication, for example, is a 

problem for at least four reasons, (a) the instructor cannot 

perceive the reactions of the audience, (b) the student is 

unable to raise questions or engage in free discussion, 

(c) If learning is a continuous process of reinforcing the 

correct responses, instructional television does not provide 

an ideal learning situation, (d) The absence of personal 

contact in instructional television reduces the amount of 

emotional support the student feels he is getting.] 
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21. Learning from television by the students does not 

seem necessarily to be handicapped by the lack of prompt 

feedback to the instructor. 

22. The lack of opportunity for students to raise 

questions and participate in free discussion would seem to 

reduce the effectiveness of learning from instructional 

television, particularly if the students are fairly advanced 

or the material is relatively complicated. 

23. If a student being taught by instructional 

television can be given immediate knowledge of whether he has 

responded correctly, he will learn more. 

24. Note-taking while viewing instructional television 

is likely to interfere with learning if time for it is not 

provided in the telecast. 

25. Voluntary home students of televised college 

classes tend to be more favorable toward learning by 

television than are the students who take these same 

televised courses in the classroom. 

26. Under suitable conditions, television has been 

shown to be capable of highly motivating learning in 

developing regions. [Perhaps this implies that religious 

television could be well used as part of mission efforts in 

underdeveloped countries.] 

27. The use of visual images will improve learning of 

manual tasks, as well as other learning where visual images 
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can facilitate the association process. Otherwise, visual 

images may cause distraction and interfere with learning. 

In the conclusion portion of their report, Chu and 

Schramm make the following observations: 

For one thing, it has become clear that there is no 
longer a reason to raise the question whether 
instructional television can serve as an efficient tool 
of learning. This is not to say that it always does. 
But the evidence is now overwhelming that it can, and, 
under favorable circumstances, does . . .The questions 
worth asking are no longer whether students can learn 
from it, but rather, (1) does the situation call for it? 
and (2) how, in the given situation, can it be used 
effectively? (p.98) 

The research seems to suggest that effective use of 
television grows out of attention to the basic 
requirements of good teaching, rather than to any 
fanciness that might be particular to television. The 
qualities that emerge from the research . . . puzzling 
and contradictory though some of those findings are--are 
qualities like simplicity, good organization, 
motivation, practice, knowledge of results, rest pauses 
at appropriate points, cues that direct the pupil to 
essential things he is to learn, and so forth. (p. 100) 

Teacher Qualities 

In spite of all the research on the mechanics and 

production methods involved in instructional television, the 

teacher continues to play a major role in the teaching 

learning process. 

The most effective 'learning aid' which a school can 
combine with instructional television is a well-prepared 
and interesting teacher...Nothing was so impressive, 
during the three years of research, as the amount of 
difference that the classroom teacher was able to make 
in the effectiveness of different combinations and 
methods. (Schramm et al., 1964, p. 44) 
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Suggested techniques and traits of television teachers 

are replete in the literature and television textbooks alike 

Diamond (1964) indicates the following: 

1. A thorough knowledge of the subject 
2. Classroom teaching experience 
3. The ability to communicate 
4. Creativity 
5. Well-organized work habits 
6. The ability to work with others and take criticism 
7. A sense of humor 
8. The ability to improvise (p.248) 

Costello and Gordon (1961), add the following: 

1. Television magnifies small personal idiosyncrasies 

and eccentricities. It is hard on speech that is less than 

polished and clear. It is ruthless to monotonous voices, 

facial tics, tentative movements and teachers who are pencil 

chewers. 

2. The television teacher need not be an 'extroverted' 

show-off or 'life of the party' type. 

3. A television teacher should rehearse as many as ten 

to a dozen different trial lessons under conditions 

simulating those of an actual broadcast before her first 

lesson on the air (p. 92). 

Mahar (1965) indicates the most important 

characteristics of a television teacher are enthusiasm, 

knowledge, flexibility, and an appreciation for teamwork. 

McBride (1966) adds that a good knowledge of the medium of 

television is necessary along with "the ability to transcend 
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the camera and tubes and screen to appear vibrant and real to 

the student" (p. 5) . 

Dublin and Hedley (1969), give 26 criteria for the 

selection of instructional television teachers. The traits 

differing from those cited above are, the ability to seem 

like he enjoys teaching, the ability to perceive students 

reactions, his academic reputation, his prior experience in 

television panel discussions and similar situations, the 

number of times he has taught TV courses, and recommendations 

of administrators. 

Analyzing The Events of Instruction 

Most critics of instructional television now agree that 

it is the uniqueness of television that aids learning not the 

quality of instruction. A mediocre classroom teacher is not 

going to be good on television, in fact, he will be much 

worse. Whittington (1986) quotes from a personal letter he 

received from Victoria Bergin, "Televised instruction is 

neither superior nor inferior to traditional classroom 

presentation. The question is not which medium works best, 

but what is effective instruction?" (p. 28). Therefore, much 

of the later research on television has been on what makes 

good instruction. No doubt there are hundreds of lists which 

could be cited as criteria for good instruction. For our 

purposes, however, only two sources will be cited. 
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According to Schramm (1977), there are at ^east nine 

events of instruction which are as follows: 

1. Gaining attention 
2. Informing the learner of the objective. 
3. Stimulating recall of prerequisite learned 

capabilities. 
4. Presenting the stimulus material. 
5. Providing 'learning guidance.' 
6. Eliciting the performance. 
7. Providing feedback. 
8. Assessing performance. 
9. Enhancing retention and transfer, (p. 74). 

The difficulty of trying to force one-way non-

interactive television into meeting these criteria for good 

education is readily apparent. 

Everyone involved in Instructional Technology, 

Instructional Television, and perhaps education in general, 

is well acquainted with Edgar Dale's Cone of Experience. The 

cone shows "the progression of learning experiences from 

direct, firsthand participation to pictorial representation 

and on to purely abstract, symbolic expressions" (Dale, 1969, 

p. 108). Dale has separated levels of learning experiences 

into eleven distinct areas which are as follows: 

1. Direct Purposeful Experiences. 
2. Contrived Experiences. 
3. Dramatized Experiences. 
4. Demonstrations. 
5. Study Trips. 
6. Exhibits. 
7. Educational Television. 
8. Motion Pictures. 
9. Recordings, Radio, Still Pictures. 

10. Visual Symbols. 
11. Verbal Symbols. (Dale, 1969, p. 107). 
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Dale suggests that educational television is seventh in 

his list of preferred learning styles. Educational 

television in this list is assumed to be of the highest 

quality with proper production elements included with good 

learning criteria. Lectures or the use of verbal symbols 

only, commonly used in religious simplex television, are the 

least preferred styles of learning in Dale's cone. 

Problems of Broadcast Television 

An attempt to use broadcast television as a means of 

instruction presents its own set of problems. Included in 

these are: fixed schedules, scarcity of television time 

(hence only one or two transmissions, ephemeral 

(nonrepeatable, unless taped), continuous, thus the audience 

must think on the run, holistic (i.e., a single unit), aimed 

at the average target viewer, and the programme pace, level, 

format, and structure are decided not by the audience but by 

broadcasters. For these reasons, broadcast educational 

television must be accompanied by support materials. These 

materials may be in the form of teacher notes, follow-up 

activities, study guides, syllabi, or exercises (Howe, 1983; 

Hudspeth, Brey, 1986). 
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viewer Perspeotive.q and Message 

Reception 

Prerequisite in the teaching learning experience is the 

necessity of proper listening skills. The viewer must be 

able to differentiate between similar sounding words such as, 

fill/feel, pill/peel, ship/sheep, sink/think, sank/thank, 

etc. Therefore, it is incumbent on the speaker to pay close 

attention to intonation and stress, pronunciation, and 

enunciation (Sherrington, 1973). 

It may be important, especially for those involved in 

religious simplex television, to understand dissonance 

theory. Although dissonance theory has been very 

controversial, it appears to have some basis in fact in the 

area of religious persuasion, "An attempt to link television 

usage patterns and religiosity may be approached from the 

theoretical standpoint of dissonance theory" (Umphrey, 1981). 

One of the pioneers in the field of dissonance theory, 

Festinger (1957), maintained that dissonance is a type of 

psychological imbalance. It is aroused in a person when two 

or more relevant cognitions are simultaneously held, 

"Cognitions contradict each other when logic, personal 

experience, established knowledge, or other people imply that 

they are incompatible . . . an uncomfortable drive state that 

can motivate the individual to action" (Tan, 1985, pp. 180-

181). They attempt to "actively avoid dissonance producing 

situations and try to reduce it once it has occurred" 
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(Trenholm, 1986, p. 130). One way people might attempt to 

reduce dissonance would be to "seek out information and 

argument in support of their decision and avoid information 

and argument contrar^ to it" (Bormann, 1980, p.170). This 

could be of great importance to a religious audience. 

Dissonance theory is broken down in three parts, 

selective exposure, selective perception, and selective 

retention. Although Alexis Tan, in his book Mâ as. 

Communication Theories and Research (1985), does not totally 

agree with what is being stated about dissonance theory, he 

does an excellent job in defining terms. 

Selective exposure: 

The selective exposure hypothesis has two components: 
(1) it predicts that we will actively avoid or that we 
will be less receptive to information contradicting 
existing attitudes, behaviors and, choices, and (2) it 
predicts that we will seek out or be more receptive to 
supportive information, (p. 181) 

Selective perception: 

Perception refers to the kinds of mental activity 
involved in recognizing, knowing, and understanding 
events and objects in our immediate environment . . . By 
placing the stimulus in a previously defined category 
with which we, through previous experience, may already 
be familiar. By placing the stimulus in a previously 
defined category, we are assigning it some 'meaning'. 
(p. 182) 

Selective Retention: 

Learning of the message, like attention and perception, 
can help reinforce our existing attitudes and behaviors. 
The instrumental hypothesis of learning predicts that we 
will learn material that supports our attitudes and 
behaviors to a greater extent that material that opposes 
or contradicts them. (p.186) 
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The application of cognitive dissonance in the field of 

televangelism, in layman's terms, could be described as 

follows: Selective exposure: if the viewer is not in 

agreement with the message being taught, dissonance would 

occur. If avoiding the message relieves the dissonance, it 

seems the viewer would simply choose to turn the channel and 

view something else. Selective perception: Because of the 

viewer's mind set, i.e., perceptions, he will either miss the 

intended message or distort the message to reinforce his own 

prior beliefs. Selective retention: When a viewer hears 

something he already believes, he finds the message 

supportive and reinforcing. Since unfavorable messages cause 

dissonance, the viewer will simply ignore or tune out those 

messages. 

Perhaps dissonance theories partially explain why the 

audience for a specific religious program is primarily made 

up of those who are of that particular religious orientation 

(Korpi, Kim, 1986; Abelman, 1987; Gerbner et al., 1984; and 

Davis, 1971) . 

A number of additional conclusions have come out of 

years of research on both the religious and secular audience. 

Several of the major conclusions of a two-year study of 

religion and television (Gerbner et al., 1984), are listed 

below: 
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1. Higher levels of religious behavior were reported by 

those who watch more religious television. 

2. Heavy viewers of religious television tend to read 

the Bible and pray more often than light viewers. 

3. Heavy viewers of religious television consider 

themselves to be politically conservative, oppose a nuclear 

freeze, favor tough laws against pornography, and report 

voting in the last election. 

4. The cultivation of traditional sexual values is one 

of the most distinctive features of television ministries. 

5. Heavy viewers of religious television express 

greater confidence in local church leaders than do light 

viewers. 

Other studies have concluded the following: 

6. One should not expect watching religious television, 

as was once thought, to generally displace attending church 

(Pettersson, 1986). 

7. The charismatic leadership exhibited by the speaker 

has a great deal of influence on the reception of the message 

(Howell, Frost, 1989). 

8. The religious audience in general can be 

characterized as church members, politically conservative, 

older, blue-collar, less educated, Protestant, evangelical, 

and female (Abelman, 1987; Gerbner et al,, 1984; Umphrey, 

1981; Davis, 1972; Bailey, 1972; and Davis, 1971). 
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In addition, Peterson, Thornton and Birren, in their 

book. Education ând Aging (1986), cite numerous sources which 

indicate the following concerning the role of broadcast 

television in the life of the elderly: 

1. Watching television, listening to the radio, and 

reading are the most favorite pastimes of people aged 55 and 

older. 

2. Socio-economic status and education have very little 

influence on television viewing by the elderly. 

3. Persons 55 and over spend much more of their time 

viewing television than does the age 2-54 group. 

4. Elderly women watch more television than men and 

this pattern continues with increasing age (pp. 96-97). 

Assuming the above findings are correct, one would 

expect the make up the audience for many television programs, 

including religious programs, to be greatly effected by the 

elderly. 

Research Involving Television Ministries 
of the Churches of Christ 

Of the three national television programs produced by the 

churches of Christ, virtually all the research has been 

conducted for the Herald of Truth, a radio/television 

ministry overseen by the Highland Avenue church of Christ in 

Abilene, Texas. Most of this research was done by Dr. B. E. 

Davis, Director of the Communication Research Center of 
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Abilene Christian University, and was research commissioned 

by the Herald of Truth for in-house use only. 

Major studies conducted by Dr, Davis and a description 

of each follow: 

Who Studies Herald of Truth Bible Courses? (Davis, 

1970). Free Bible correspondence courses have been offered 

through virtually all of the national television/radio 

ministries, and the Herald of Truth is no exception. Data 

was collected between the years 1968-69, from approximately 

7,500 respondents enrolled in the Bible study courses. 

Questions asked of respondents dealt with age groups, 

geographic region, occupational categories, translation of 

the Bible used, how they heard of the course, and religious 

preference. 

What Do Church Members Think Of The Herald of Truth? 

(Davis, 1971) . In October 1970, copies of a 42-item 

attitudinal survey were mailed to selected individuals in 

each of 97 congregations of the churches of Christ, who had 

shown an interest in the Herald of Truth through financial 

support of the program. The selected individual administered 

the questionnaire to an adult Bible class in his particular 

congregation. 

Of the 97 congregations chosen for inclusion in the 

survey, 64 actually returned the surveys. Questions in the 

survey addressed demographic information, involvement in the 

activities of the church, exposure to the radio/television 
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programs of the Herald of Truth, and attitudes toward the 

program. 

Radio And Television Program Directors' Evaluation of 

Herald of Truth (Davis, 1972). Since program directors at 

radio and television stations are vitally interested in the 

high quality of all programming on their particular stations, 

it was determined a survey of this group would be especially 

helpful. In mid-1971, a mail questionnaire was sent to 116 

television stations and 203 radio stations for a total of 319 

broadcast facilities. Fifty-seven surveys were returned by 

television stations and 89 by radio stations for a 45.76 

percent return. 

The 18-item questionnaire included 17 closed-choice items 

with one open ended item. Space was provided for additional 

comments on all questions. Questions addressed the 

following: Sunday programming schedule, preferred program 

length, best programming technique, moving out of the "Sunday 

morning ghetto," program content, program directors 

familiarity with the Herald of Truth. effectiveness of the 

speaker, and the programs appeal to different segments of the 

audience. 

Major findings in the studies mentioned above are as 

follows: 

1. The largest group of individuals who enrolled in the 

Bible courses indicated the church of Christ (44,60 percent 

of the total) as their religious preference. 
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2. Female enrollees in the courses from all parts of the 

country were far greater (approximately 3 to 1) than the 

number of male enrollees. 

3. Largest number of female enrollees in the courses 

were housewives and female household workers. Among men, the 

largest group was composed of blue collar, industrial, and 

farm workers. 

4. The two largest age groups enrolling in the courses 

were the 61 and older group, and the 21 to 30 group. 

5. Even among members of congregations who supported the 

program, nearly 70 percent had only seen the program a "few 

times" or "never." 

6. The great majority of church members felt like 

"Straight Pulpit Preaching" or "Broadcasts of Church Worship" 

were the most effective methods of Religious Broadcasts, 

7. Most popular choices by respondents when asked "what 

the Herald of Truth should remember in its programs" were, 

"Make the Programs evangelistic," and "Stay Scriptural." 

8. Program directors' were unanimous in their opposition 

to the idea that the most effective religious format was the 

traditional type preaching format. 

9. Program directors' felt like dramatic presentations 

and hour long specials held the greatest potential for 

effective religious programming. 

An analysis of respondents to Herald of Truth radio and 

television programs (Bailey, 1972). This study was a masters 
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thesis by Edward Bailey at Iowa State University. During 

September 1971, 1,814 responses were received from 

viewers/listeners of Herald of Truth programming. Of these, 

500 were selected at random and mailed a survey. Of the 500, 

305 were returned in a useable fashion for a return of 61 

percent. The questionnaire was designed to obtain 

information on demographics, importance of religion to the 

respondent, and attitudes toward the Herald of Truth. Major 

findings were as follows: 

1. Viewers/listeners tend to be conservative or middle-

of-the-road politically. 

2. Sixty-nine point two percent of the sample were 

female. 

3. Nearly 26 percent of the audience was in the over 65 

age group, with the next highest being the 4 6 to 55 group 

(20.3 percent). 

4. The majority of respondents were married (62.3 

percent). 

5. The largest occupational group were housewives (39.0 

percent). 

6. Over half the audience were in the low income 

bracket ($7,999 or below). 

7. Forty-two percent claimed their church preference as 

the church of Christ. 
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Conclu-siogq 

Bailey suggested in his concluding remarks "we can do a 

better and more effective job of communicating the Biblical 

message by producing several different programs geared to 

specific audiences" (p. 96), that the programs are not 

achieving their intended goal, and finally "would propose for 

future planning that the television programs as they are now 

produced be suspended" (p. 27) . 

Davis (1970) suggested the following: 

To the extent that the Bible course enrollment records 
reveal a true picture of the radio and television 
audience for the Herald of Truth programs, it is clear 
that a quite narrowly-defined audience is attracted to 
these broadcasts... if the Herald of Truth is to be an 
evangelistic outreach effort, the number of people 
outside the rather narrowly-defined present audience 
needs to^be attracted to the programs, (p. 12) 

A few years later, Davis (1972) again suggested 

If Herald of Truth ever hopes to escape from the usual 
line-up of traditional, mediocre religious programs 
typically heard on Sunday mornings in our nation, it 
must move strongly into a new, fresh, more innovative 
type of format, possibly considering television specials 
and dramatic production as programming techniques. 
Strong efforts must be made to keep emphasis on Bible 
truth, but the Gospel must be made relevant and 
interesting to modern audiences, (p, 31) 
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The Amazing Grac^ Bible Cl̂ .̂ .g 

No empirical studies have been conducted of the Amazing 

Grace Bible Class; however, a brief historical look will give 

a needed overview. 

The class, which continues to be a television adapted 

Sunday evening worship service of the Madison church of 

Christ, was first televised in June 1971, over WSIX-TV, in 

Nashville (Madison Television Ministry Begins During June, 

1971). Since that time it has been shown on over 100 

stations in the U.S. (The Madison Story, 1987), and on the 90 

station Armed Forces Television Network (Ellis, 1972). It is 

presently airing on 21 broadcast stations, and three cable 

stations (Sherrill, 1989). 

The program begins with a "love feast," a time when 

everyone stands and greets those near them, followed by a 

short break which is used by local preachers to introduction 

the program to the local audience. The theme song. Amazing 

Grace, is then sung by the congregation, following by a 

welcome to the class by the teacher of the class. Several 

other songs are sung by the congregation, interspersed with a 

Bible reading in unison, prayer, and the research question of 

the week. The research question gives members of both the 

television audience and the congregational audience a chance 

to write in the correct answer and be chosen as the 

recipients of a new Dixon Bible. A Bible lesson, usually in 

the form of a sermon, is presented in about 12 minutes. 
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Recipients of "last weeks" winners of the Dixon Bibles are 

announced and the telecast concludes with the theme song 

Amazing Grace. Time is reserved at the end of each program 

for another appearance by local preachers, in an effort to 

localize the program. The entire Amazing Grace program lasts 

30 minutes, 

There have been only three regular teachers on the 

program since its inception. Ira North, who was the driving 

force behind the beginning of the program, was the regular 

teacher until becoming critically ill with cancer in November 

of 1982. Associate teacher of the class, Jim Mankin, was 

appointed regular teacher of the program (Goldtrap, Winter 

83-84) . Mankin continued as teacher of the class until 

November 1986, at which time he accepted a teaching position 

at Abilene Christian University. His replacement and present 

teacher on the Bible class is Steve Flatt (Goldtrap, 1987a). 

In regard to financing the p;rogram, the decision was 

made at the programs inception by the Elders of the Madison 

congregation. The decision was, "If we can't pay for it, we 

won't produce it" (Goldtrap, 1987b, p. 1). Paying for it has 

meant that the Madison congregation would either pay the cost 

themselves, or raise production and operation costs. 

At the beginning of the class in 1971, viewers were 

encouraged in the Amazing Grace Magazine to become "Second 

Mile" members of the class. "Second Mile" members were those 

who contributed to the class on a monthly basis (North, 
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1972), and by February 1973, over 1,000 people were second 

mile members (North, 1973). 

In more recent years. Christian Productions (CPI), a 

non-profit corporation, has been formed to function as an 

advertising agency and places all Amazing Grace programming. 

This enables CPI to pick up a 15 percent agency commission 

from each broadcast account. The commission is used to pay 

costs connected with the Amazing Grace program and does not 

add to the cost of the local sponsoring congregations. Since 

it takes commissions from about 35 stations to make enough 

money to break even, the program is presently experiencing 

financial difficulties (Sherrill, 1989). 

In an unprecedented move, the Elders recently decided to 

contact a number of viewers for the purpose of soliciting 

funds. In the months of December 1988 and February 1989, 

1000 direct mail pieces, (500 per month), were sent out and 

around $4,000 was raised (Sherrill, 1989). However, in stark 

contrast to many religious television programs today, there 

are no over-the-air appeals for funds. 

The program, historically has been paid for by a weekly 

special "free-will" offering made by members of the Madison 

church of Christ. After the programs are produced, they are 

offered absolutely free to any congregation or group of 

congregations who want to air them in their own city. Local 

congregations are responsible only for the cost of their own 

local air time (Goldtrap, 1987b). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to look at the medium of 

simplex television, i.e., one-way or non-interactive 

television, as an effective delivery system for religious 

distance education. The Amazing Grace Bible Class, delivered 

to viewers in 18 television markets by means of simplex 

television, was -used as a case study. The review of the 

literature in regard to simplex delivery of instructional 

television, televangelism, and television programs produced 

by churches of Christ, suggested questions that needed 

investigation. Based on those research questions, delineated 

in chapter one, the purpose of this study was to address each 

question and provide as much insight as possible. 

Three self-administered questionnaires, two distributed 

as mail surveys and one handed out at the morning worship 

services of the Madison church of Christ, were the data 

collection instruments. 

.Subjects Group One - Viewers 

Three different groups were addressed in this study. 

Group -̂ ne were television viewers, who, after watching the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class, responded in writing directly to 

the Madison congregation. Their responses were of four 

possible types: (1) requesting specific literature offered 
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in an Amazing Grace program, (2) requesting to be enrolled in 

a home Bible correspondence course, (3) sending in an answer 

to the research question of a particular Sunday, or (4) 

writing in for a variety of personal reasons. 

Since this study was concerned with the present audience 

of the Amazing Grace Bible Class, only those responses 

received during the last quarter of 1988 (October 1, 1988, to 

December 31, 1988), and the first quarter of 1989 (January 1, 

1989, to March 31, l'̂ 'S9), were considered for inclusion in 

this study. During this period of time, it was determined 

that just over 1200 letters had been received by the Madison 

congregation which fit into the above categories. 

According to Krejcie and Morgan (1970), in order to 

insure a confidence level of 95 percent from a population of 

1200, 291 viewers needed to be included in the randomn study 

sample. Thirty-three percent of those included in the sample 

needed to return the questionnaire. Therefore, going on the 

premise that the larger the sample the better (Kerlinger, 

1973), 500 viewers were randomly chosen and questionnaires 

were mailed. Each mailing was addressed to the specific 

individual who was expected to reply, contained a letter 

explaining the importance of the study, explained why each 

respondent was important, and gave a suggested date for 

return of the survey. A self-addressed stamped envelope was 

also included for ease of mailing. Since the survey 

contained personal demographic questions, respondents were 
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assured their individual identity would remain anonymous. 

Therefore, the surveys were not coded in any manner to 

indicate who had sent in the reply. Many respondents, 

however, chose to include their return address on the 

envelope. Ten days after the original mailing a post card was 

sent to the entire sample group, excluding those who had 

furnished their names and addresses, encouraging them to mail 

in the questionnaire if they had not so done. Of the 500 

questionnaires which were mailed, 253 were eventually 

returned (50.6 percent), however, 245 were returned in time 

to be included in this study for a return rate of 4 9 percent. 

Of the 245, two were unusable, and 13 were returned without 

being filled out. Therefore, 230 surveys were used in this 

study. 

Demographic Information for Survey 
Group One 

Respondents were overwhelmingly white (96.38 percent), 

married (60,93 percent), females (79.26 percent), see tables 

3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Only six respondents identified 

themselves as black, one as hispanic, and one as American 

Indian. The great majority were over 50 years old (73.30 

percent) with 50.23 percent being over 61 years of age, see 

table 3.4. The percentage of respondents living in the city 

(41.71) were equal to those living in the country (41.71), 
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with the remaining respondents (16,59) living in the suburbs, 

see table 3,5. 

Educational levels ranged from those completing the 

eighth grade or less (1.12 percent), to those completing the 

doctorate (.05 percent), with the greatest number reporting 

graduation from high school but no college (41.56 percent), 

see table 3.6. Household income levels ranged annually from 

under $15,000 (47.03 percent), to over $50,000 (5.45 

percent). When considering the $15,000 to $25,000 group 

(26.73 percent), along with the under $15,000 group, the 

great majority of respondents (73.76 percent) earn from no 

income to $25,000 annually, see table 3.7. 

Respondents identified themselves as primarily members 

of the church of Christ (83.72 percent) with the next two 

largest groups identifying themselves as Baptists (5.12 

percent) and no church membership (2.8 percent), see table 

3.8. The great majority of respondents (82.29 percent), 

claimed church membership of over 16 years, with a sizeable 

majority claiming membership over 25 years (66.02 percent), 

see table 3.9. Only a small majority (52.97 percent), attend 

the same church (denomination) they did as a child with most 

rating their church involvement as involved (46.48 percent), 

or very involved (43.66), with only a few (9.85 percent), 

claiming they are not too involved, see tables 3.10 and 3.11. 

Respondents live in the following 18 states: Tennessee 

(27.98 percent), Indiana (15,14 percent), Arkansas (13.30 
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percent), Texas (11.92 percent), Kentucky (5.50 percent), 

Missouri (5.50 percent), Illinois (3.21 percent). West 

Virginia (3.21 percent), Georgia (3.21 percent), Alabama 

(2.75 percent), Michigan (2.29 percent), Oklahoma (2,29 

percent), Florida (1.38 percent), with Kansas, New Mexico, 

Ohio, Mississippi, and North Carolina equal (0.46 percent), 

see table 3.12. 

The importance of religion in the lives of the 

respondents was overwhelmingly rated as very important 

(96.27), with their attending church services rated as every 

service (58.37) and most services (31.58), see tables 3.13 

and 3.14. Respondents attend congregations ranging in size 

from 50 or less (16.28), to above 1000 (4.65), with the most 

popular answer being 50-1000 (23.72), see table 3.15, 

Using the classifications found in the U.S.Department of 

Labor Dictionary of Occupational Titles (1977), the most 

popular occupation was domestic service (29.13 percent) due 

to the fact that many classed themselves as household 

workers, or housewives. The most often given response, 

however, was retired (33.04 percent), see table 3.16. 

Subjects Group Two - Sponsors 

The subjects for group two were selected individuals in 

the coordinating congregations who pay for local air time to 

broadcast the Amazing Grace Bible Class in their communities. 

In each congregation, a person or group of people are in 
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charge of the Amazing Grace broadcast. These people were 

mailed survey number two with a special letter asking for 

their cooperation and assistance in filling out and returning 

the questionnaire. They were asked to poll the congregation 

on some of the questions, such as, how many people in the 

congregation watch the Amazing Grace Bible Class? At the 

time the survey was mailed, 28 television stations were 

airing the Amazing Grace Bible Class. Included in this number 

were three cable stations, four stations which simulcast, 

that is, air the same programming at the same time as a 

sister station, and the Madison congregation which airs the 

program in the Nashville area. Information concerning the 

airing of the program in the Nashville area was obtained from 

group three surveys, printed information obtained during the 

literature search, and talking with television station 

personnel. Total possible respondents in group two was 28. 

Since mailing the surveys, four of the 28 programs have been 

cancelled, and only one of the four thought it useful to be 

included in the survey, which dropped the n to 25. Personal 

phone calls were attempted to the remaining contact people at 

congregations who had not responded to the questionnaire. 

Two provided immediate information and the others promised to 

mail the surveys immediately, however, only one chose to do 

so. Total responses for group two, including those who 

cancelled the program and chose not to fill out the survey, 

were 21 or 75 percent. 
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Demographic Information for Survey 
Group Two 

The most popular answer for length of sponsoring the 

Amazing Grace Bible Cla.ss was 6-10 years (33.33 percent), 

with 1-5 years and over 11 years being equal (27.77 percent), 

see table 3.17. The Amazing Grace Bible Class is the only 

television ministry sponsored by the majority of 

congregations (72.22 percent), see table 3.18, In addition, 

50 percent of the congregations also sponsored radio programs 

with the length of radio sponsorship ranging from four months 

to 42 years. Most congregations (61.11 percent) indicated 

they did at least some advertising in connection with the 

program. 

In connection with congregational viewership of the 

program, answers ranged from zero percent to 75 percent, see 

table 3.19. Only 16,67 percent of the congregations had 

rating and share figures on the program with projected 

audiences ranging from 3,000 to 14,000 per program, see table 

3.20. The most popular answer for the intended audience of 

the program was everyone who will listen (94.44 percent), 

with middle age and older adults being the only other answer 

given (5.56 percent). 

Results which can be seen as a response to the program 

varied greatly. Mail sent directly to the sponsoring 

congregation over the last year, ranged from none (61.11 

percent), to over 100 pieces (11,11 percent), see table 3,21. 
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Mail sent directly to Madison over the past year which was 

forwarded back to the local congregation, ranged from none 

(5.56 percent), to over 300 pieces of mail (5,56 percent), 

see table 3.22. Several comments were made indicating that 

much of the mail received from Madison was from local members 

of the churches of Christ who were writing in to answer the 

weekly research question. Visitors attending the worship 

service of the sponsoring congregations as a result of the 

program during the past year, ranged from a high ir. Bermuda 

of 100, to a low of zero in 50 percent of the congregations, 

see table 3.23. Bible studies set up with non-members as a 

result of the program ranged from 10 (5.56 percent), to the 

most popular answer of zero (66.67 percent), see table 3.24, 

The most popular answer for the number of people who became 

members of the church of Christ as a result of the program 

was zero (72.22 percent), with two conversions being reported 

by one congregation (5.56 percent), one being reported by 

another (5.56 percent), and unknown reported by a third (5.56 

percent). One hundred percent of respondents reported making 

personal contact with those who responded to the program by 

mail. 

Survey Group Three - Madison 

A third questionnaire was administered to the members of 

the Madison church of Christ, on Sunday, May 21, 1989, in an 

attempt to determine their attitudes toward the program, 
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method of taping the program, effectiveness, financial 

commitment, use of the program for evangelism, and to make 

statistical comparisons between this group and the other two. 

Arrangements for administering the questionnaire were 

handled through George Goldtrap, Executive Producer of the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class. It was mutually decided to hand 

out the questionnaire to members of the congregation as they 

exited the Sunday morning worship services, with the request 

to return the questionnaire that evening. Steve Flatt, Pulpit 

Minister at Madison and speaker on the Amazing Grace Bible 

Class, did an excellent job telling the congregation about 

the survey, its importance, and the need to return it as soon 

as possible. Approximately 1,000 surveys were handed out, 

however, only 101 surveys were returned that evening. Unknown 

to this researcher, a problem had developed in connection 

with the questionnaire. 

Mr. Goldtrap had met with the Elders, May 17, 1989, the 

Wednesday evening prior to handing out the questionnaires, to 

obtain final permission to have the survey administered in 

the above explained fashion. Although permission was 

received, he failed to give copies of the actual survey to 

the Elders for their inspection, although one had been 

personally provided to him by this researcher. Subsequently, 

when the surveys were handed out the following Sunday 

morning, the Elders got their first look at it. Out of the 

entire survey, two parts of one question were objected to by 
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the Elders. The question was number 21, parts i and j (see 

Appendix D), which compared the present speaker of Amazing 

Grace, Steve Flatt, to Jim Mankin, and Ira North, former 

speakers on the program. The Elders thought the comparison 

could be a divisive force in the congregation, and therefore, 

decided against any further support of the questionnaire. No 

other announcements were made in an effort to remind the 

congregation to return the questionnaire, and all additional 

questionnaires which were completed by members of the 

congregation, if any, were not forwarded on to the 

researcher. 

In a phone conversation with Clayton Gholson, one of the 

Madison Elders, on May 22, 1989, the researcher explained the 

reasoning behind the question. The purpose was an attempt, 

along with other questions, to determine the reason why the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class had fallen from a high of airing on 

60 stations to the present number of just 24. The 

possibility of speaker likability, ability, and audience 

loyalty had to be addressed. It was not intended to be 

offensive or divisive. 

However, as a consequence of the situation, results of 

the questionnaire were invalid for statistical purposes since 

only 101 of 1000 (10.1 percent) surveys were returned. 

Results of this survey are reported in this study, but no 

comparisons have been made with the other two surveys as was 

originally planned. 
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Demographic Information for Survey 
Group ThrP^ 

Of the respondents who chose to answer questions dealing 

with demographic data, the majority were white (100 percent), 

see table 3.25, married (69.30 percent), see table 3.26, 

females (60.39 percent), see table 3.27. Ages of respondents 

were 21-30 (3.96 percent), 31-40 (11.88 percent), 41-50 

(19.80 percent), 51-60 (26.73 percent), and 61 and over 

(34.65 percent), see table 3.28. Taking the two oldest 

groups together, the majority of respondents (61.38) were 

over 51 years of age. Because of the location of the Madison 

congregation, most respondents live in the suburbs (65.34 

percent), see table 3.29. Their formal education ranged from 

eighth grade or less (0.99 percent), to the doctorate (0,99 

percent), with the most popular answers being high school 

graduate but no college (37.62 percent), less than four years 

of college (20.79 percent), and college graduate but no 

graduate work (16.83 percent), see table 3.30. Income levels 

ranged from over $50,000 annually (12.87 percent), to below 

$15,000 (11.88 percent), see table 3.31, 

Respondents identified themselves as being involved 

(46.53 percent) or very involved (39.60 percent), see table 

3.33, as considering religion very important to them (92.07 

percent), see table 3.34, and as attending every worship 

service (70.29 percent), see table 3.35. 
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Using the classifications found in the U.S.Department of 

Labor Dictionarv of Occupational Title.c; (1977), the most 

popular occupations were Professional, Technical, and 

Managerial (30.69 percent) with the second most popular 

response as retired (23.76 percent), see table 3.36. 

Validation of the Surveys 

Before mailing, or handing out the surveys in the case 

of the in-house survey, validation of the surveys was 

conducted. First, each dissertation committee member was 

provided copies of the surveys for inspection and comment. 

Secondly, selected mass communication professionals and other 

individuals were given the opportunity to give their views 

concerning the surveys. Thirdly, a group of people 

knowledgeable of the Amazing Grace Bible Class, including the 

Elders of the Madison church of Christ (for surveys one and 

two), were asked to look at each question on the survey and 

give their reactions. For questionnaires one and two, 

approximately 4 0 people responded to the surveys, and for the 

in-house survey feedback was received by about 20 people. 

As a result, numerous changes were made in the original 

surveys. Many of the changes were minor, such as, 

clarifications, deletions, wording changes, and 

simplifications. Major changes included, simplification of 

instructions concerning the Likert Scale, reversing the order 

of importance of responses in the Likert Scale to the present 
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1 = strongly disagree, to 5 = strongly agree, and the 

deletion of questions which were either redundant or 

determined to be unnecessary. A potentially serious problem 

was the confusion, by a small number of people, in knc^^ng 

how to respond to a question for which they had no opinion. 

It was decided to add the word "neutral" over the middle 

answer in the Likert Scale as follows: 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

Instruments Used in Gathering Data 

Three survey instruments were used in gathering data 

from the following three groups: viewers, sponsors, and 

members of the Madison congregation. Questions used in these 

surveys were gathered from various sources, as follows: (1) 

directly from the research on one-way educational television, 

teacher qualities, and analyzing the events of instruction, 

(2) from religious surveys, such as the Davis studies (1970, 

1971, 1972), the Bailey study (1972), and Gerbner et al., 

(1984), (3) from personal interviews with mass communication 

professionals at Harding University in Searcy, Arkansas, and 

(4) from suggestions received from the dissertation 

committee. 

Seven core questions, with their sub-questions, were 

common to all three of the questionnaires. Because some 
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differences in numbering these questions occurred in the 

surveys, they have been extracted from the surveys, 

consecutively numbered, and placed in Appendix A. 

With few exceptions, survey A (viewers) and C (members 

of Madison), were identical. Differences occurred only in 

demographic information and in questions which were 

necessarily specific to each group. The fi'̂ st of these 

differences occurred with survey A (viewers) who were not 

asked questions 30 to 42 on survey C (members of Madison). 

These questions dealt with information concerning the Madison 

congregation specifically, which were of no concern to survey 

A respondents. 

Unique questions on survey B (sponsors) were questions 

one through 12, and 21 through 28. These questions were 

specifically designed to gather information about the 

effectiveness and response to the Amazing Grace Bible Class 

on the local level, and therefore, were not applicable to the 

other questionnaires. 

The 12 research questions of this study, delineated in 

chapter one, were specifically addressed in the 

questionnaires as follows: Research questions one through 

seven were answered by comparision of common questions on 

surveys A and B, see Appendix A. Research question 8 was 

answered by survey A questions, 9, 14, 15, 18, and 22, see 

Appendix B. Research question 9 was answered by survey A 

questions, 14, 15, 20, 29 a, d, and i, see Appendix B. 
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Research question 10 was answered from survey A questions, 1, 

2, 3, 8c, and 26, see Appendix B. Research question 11 was 

answered from survey A questions, 10, 20, and 29, see 

Appendix B. Research question 12 was answered from survey A 

questions, 10, and 20, see Appendix B. 

Statistical Analysis 

Because of the deletion of the group three survey due to 

low return of the survey (10.1 percent), it was decided to 

compare the remaining two surveys by using the t-test. The 

statistical question when using the t-test is "are the two 

sample means enough different to allow the researcher to 

conclude, with a high degree of confidence, that the 

population means are different from one another" (Huck, 

Cormier, and Bounds, 1974, p. 50). The assumption is that 

both groups will have about the same degree of variability. 

When comparing groups of unequal sizes, the non-paired t-test 

is used. It can be determined by using this test whether or 

not the attitudes of group one are significantly different 

than those of group two. In addition, cross tabulations of 

data were used giving frequency counts and appropriate 

percentages. Statistical tests were run using the SSPS-X 

statistical package on the Texas Tech University main frame 

vax computer. The statistical level used to determine 

significance was p<.05. 
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The number of non-responses to questions on survey A 

(viewers) ranged from two percent on question 9a, dealing 

with the purpose of the AGBC, to 44 percent on question 18, 

which was a doctrinal question concerning salvation. For 

purposes of t-test comparisions, mean scores were tabulated 

and entered when respondents failed to answer a specific 

question, so the n for the t-tests were the same. Although 

increasing the size of the numbers, adding the means for non-

responses did not effect the percentages or the statistical 

significance of the questions. The number of questions with 

the percentage of non-responses are as follows: 2 (5 

percent), 7 (10 percent), 18 (15 percent), 21 (20 percent), 

16 (25 percent), 9 (30 percent), 11 (35 percent), 5 (40 

percent). The greatest number of non-responses occurred on 

questions 18 through 19, dealing with the viewers attitudes 

toward salvation, and question 28, dealing with areas of 

improvement in the AGBC. 
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Table 3.1 

Race and Percentages of Respondents 
in Group One - Viewers 

Race Number Percent of Total 

White 

Black 

Hispanic 

American Indian 

Total Number 

213 

6 

1 

1 

221 

96.38 

2.71 

0.45 

0.45 

Table 3.2 

Present Marital Status and Percentages of 
Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Marital Status Number Percent of Total 

Married 

Single 

Widowed 

Divorced 

131 

20 

50 

14 

60.93 

9.30 

23.26 

6,51 

Total Number 215 
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Table 3.3 

Number and Percentages of Males and Females 
Participating in Group One - Viewers 

Sex of Respondents Number Percent of Total 

Male 45 20.73 

Female 172 79.26 

Total Number 217 

Table 3.4 

Ages and Percentages of Respondents Participating 
in Group One - Viewers 

Age of Respondents Number Percent of Total 

Under 20 3 1.36 

21-30 8 3.62 

31-40 17 7.69 

41-50 31 14.09 

51-60 51 23.08 

61 and older H I 50.23 

Total Number 221 
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Table 3.5 

Location of Residence and Percentages for Respondents 
in Group One - Viewers 

Location Number Percent of Total 

city 

suburbs 

country 

Total Number 

88 

35 

88 

211 

41,71 

16,59 

41.71 

Table 3.6 

Educational Levels and Percentages of Respondents 
in Group One - Viewers 

Educational Level Number Percent of Total 

eighth grade or less 

less than 4 yrs.of high 

27 

school 

high school graduate 

less than 4 yrs. of 
college 

college graduate 

some graduate school 

masters degree 

doctorate 

Total Number 

34 

91 

40 

15 

3 

8 

1 

219 

12.33 

15.53 

41.55 

18.26 

6.85 

1.37 

3.65 

0.46 
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Table 3.7 

Approximate Annual Household Income and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Income Number Percent of Total 

under $15,000 95 47.03 

$15,000 - 25,000 54 26.73 

$25,000 - 35,000 29 14.36 

$35,000 - 50,000 13 6.44 

over $50,000 11 5.45 

Total Number 202 
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Table 3.8 

Church Membership and Percentages of 
Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Church Affilation Number Percent of Total 

Assembly of God 2 0,93 

Baptist 11 5.12 

Christian Church 5 2,32 

church of Christ 180 83,72 

Church of God 1 0,47 

Church of the Lord Jesus 1 0.47 

Church of the Living God 1 0.47 

Colored Methodist Episcopal 1 0.47 

Methodist 4 1.86 

Military Chapel 1 0.47 

Ozark Word Church 1 0.47 

Salvation Army 1 0.47 

No Membership 6 2,79 

Total Number 215 
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Table 3.9 

Length of Church Membership and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Years Number Percent of Total 

less than 1 year 6 2,87 

1 - 5 years 0̂ 4.78 

6-15 years 21 10,05 

16 - 25 years 34 16.27 

over 25 years 138 66.02 

Total Number 209 

Table 3.10 

Attendance at the Same Church (Denomination) as a Child and 
Percentages for Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Same Church Number Percent of Total 

yes 107 52.97 

no 95 47,03 

Total Number 202 
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Table 3,11 

Rating of Church Involvement and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Involvement Number Percent of Total 

very involved 93 43,66 

involved 99 46.48 

not too involved 21 9.8 6 

Total Number 213 
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Table 3,12 

State of Residence and Percentages For Respondents 
in Group One - Viewers 

State Number Percent of Total 

Arkansas 

Alabama 

Florida 

Georgia 

Illinois 

Indiana 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Michigan 

Mississippi 

Missouri 

North Carolina 

New Mexico 

Ohio 

Oklahoma 

Tennessee 

Texas 

West Virginia 

Total Number 

29 

6 

3 

7 

7 

33 

1 

12 

5 

1 

12 

1 

1 

1 

5 

61 

26 

7 

218 

13 , 

2, 

1, 

3 . 

3 . 

1 5 . 

0 . 

5 . 

2 . 

0 . 

5 . 

0, 

0. 

0 

2 

27 

11 

3 

. 3 0 

. 7 5 

. 38 

, 21 

,21 

,14 

,46 

,50 

,29 

,46 

.50 

. 4 6 

. 4 6 

. 4 6 

. 2 9 

. 9 8 

. 9 2 

. 2 1 
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Table 3.13 

Rating of Importance of Religion in the Lives 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Importance Number Percent of Total 

very important 207 96.27 

important 7 3,2 6 

not very important 1 0.47 

Total Number 215 

Table 3.14 

Rating of Attendance at Church Services 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Church Attendance Number Percent of Total 

every service 122 58.37 

most services 66 31.58 

several times a month 10 4.78 

once a month 2 0,96 

less than once a month 9 4.31 

Total Number 209 
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Table 3,15 

Size of Congregation Attended and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group One - Viewers 

Size Number Percent of Total 

50 or less 35 16.28 

50 - 100 51 23.72 

100 - 200 48 22.32 

200 - 400 47 21.86 

400 - 700 17 7.90 

700 -1000 7 3.26 

above 1000 10 4.65 

Total Number 215 
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Table 3.16 

Occupational Categories and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group Two - Sponsors 

Categories Number Percent of Total 

Professional, Technical, 

and Managerial 22 

Clerical and Sales 20 

Service 67 

Agricultural, Fishery, 

Forestry 2 

Processing 0 

Machine Trades 0 

Benchwork 10 

Structural 2 

Miscellaneous 1 

Retired 76 

Unemployed 10 

No answer 20 

9,57 

8.70 

29.13 

0.87 

0.00 

0.00 

4.35 

0.87 

0.43 

33.04 

4.35 

8.70 

Total Number 230 
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Table 3,17 

Length of Sponsorship and Percentages of 
Respondents in Group Two - Sponsors 

Years Number Percent of Total 

Less than one year 

1-5 years 

6-10 years 

Over 11 years 

Total Number 

2 

5 

6 

5 

18 

11. 11 

27,77 

33.33 

27 .77 

Table 3.18 

Television Pro*^rams Sponsored by Congregations in Group Two 
in Addition to Amazing Grace 

Program Number Percent of Total 

Only Amazing Grace 

Herald of Truth 

SEARCH 

Local Program 

Total Number 

13 

2 

2 

4 

21 

72.22 

11.11 

11.11 

22.22 

Note: Figures equal more than 100 percent due to multiple 
sponsorships by several congregations. 
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Table 3.19 

Sponsoring Congregations Habits in Watching 
Amazing Grace Themselves 

Percent of Congregation Number Percent of Total 

Who watch Amazing Grace 

0 - 1 0 percent 3 16.67 

11 - 25 percent 3 16.67 

26 - 50 percent 5 27.77 

51 - 75 percent 1 5.56 

Unknown 6 33.33 

Total Number 18 

Table 3.20 

Projected Viewing Audience of the Amazing 
Grace Broadcasts in Each Market 

Audience Size Number Percent of Total 

10,000 - 15,000 1 5.56 

5,000 - 10,000 1 5.56 

2,500 - 5,000 4 22.22 

No figures available 12 66.67 

Total Number 18 
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Table 3.21 

Number of Annual Pieces of Mail Received Directly From 
Viewers by Coordinating Congregations in Group Two 

Pieces of Mail Number Percent of Total 

150 - 175 1 5.56 

100 - 149 1 5.56 

5 0 - 9 9 2 11.11 

Up to 49 2 11.11 

No Mail 11 61.11 

Unknown* 1 5.5 6 

Total Number 18 

*Unknown reported "many" but an actual number was not given. 
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Table 3,22 

Annual Mail Sent to Madison by Local Viewers and Returned to 
Sponsoring Congregations in Group Two 

Pieces of Mail Number Percent of Total 

250 - 350 1 5.56 

150 - 249 2 11,11 

100 - 149 1 5,56 

7 5 - 9 9 2 11.11 

5 0 - 7 4 3 16.67 

2 5 - 4 9 2 11.11 

1 -24 4 22.22 

No mail 1 5.56 

Unknown* 1 5,5 6 

Total Number** 17 

*Unknown reported "many" but an actual number was not given. 
**Since Madison receives all the mail, they were not included 
in this table. 
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Table 3.23 

Annual Number of Visitors Reported by Coordinating 
Congregations as a Direct Result of the 

Amazing Grace Program 

Visitors Number Percent of Total 

100* 1 5.56 

4 1 5.56 

2 1 5.56 

None 8 4 4.44 

Unknown 7 38.88 

Total Number 18 

*This answer was given by the congregation in Bermuda. 

Table 3.24 

Annual Number of In-Home Bible Studies Set Up as a Direct 
Result of Amazing Grace - Group Two Sponsors 

Studies Number Percent of Total 

10 1 5,56 

2 2 11,11 

0 12 66.67 

Unknown 3 16.67 

Total Number 18 
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Table 3,25 

Race and Percentages of Respondents 
in Group Three - Madison 

Rsce Number Percent of Total 

White 98 97.23 

No answer 3 2.97 

Total Number 101 

Table 3.26 

Present Marital Status and Percentages of Respondents 
in Group Three - Madison 

Marital Status Number Percent of Total 

Married 70 69.30 

Single 7 6.93 

Widowed 16 15.84 

Divorced 5 4.95 

No Answer 3 2.97 

Total Number 101 
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Table 3.27 

Number and Percentages of Male and Females 
Participating in Group Three - Madison 

Sex of Respondents Number Percent of Total 

Male 

Female 

no answer 

37 

61 

3 

36.63 

60.39 

2.97 

Total Number 101 

Table 3.28 

Ages and Percentages of Respondents Participating 
in Group Three - Madison 

Age of Respondents Number Percent of Total 

Under 20 

21-30 

31-40 

41-50 

51-60 

61 and older 

no answer 

Total Number 

0 

4 

12 

20 

27 

35 

3 

101 

0.00 

3.96 

11.88 

19.80 

26.73 

34.65 

2.97 
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Table 3.2 9 

Location of Residence and Percentages for Respondents 
in Group Three - Madison 

Total Number 101 

Location Number Percent of Total 

city 26 25,74 

suburbs 66 65,34 

country 6 5.94 

no answer 3 2.97 
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Table 3.30 

Educational Levels and Percentages of Respondents 
in Group Three - Madison 

Educational Level Number Percent of Total 

eighth grade or less 1 0.99 

less than 4 yrs.of high 

school 6 5.94 

high school graduate 38 37.62 

less than 4 yrs. of 

college 21 20.79 

college graduate 17 16.83 

some graduate school 1 0.99 

masters degree 13 12,87 

doctorate 1 0.99 

no answer 3 2.97 

Total Number 101 
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Table 3.31 

Approximate Annual Household Income and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Income Number Percent of Total 

under $15,000 12 11,88 

$15,000 - 25,000 14 13.86 

$25,000 - 35,000 21 20.79 

$35,000 - 50,000 27 26.73 

over $50,000 13 12.87 

no answer 14 13.86 

Total Number 101 
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Table 3.32 

Length of Church Membership and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Years Number Percent of Total 

less than 1 year 3 2.97 

1 - 5 years 5 4.95 

6-15 years 14 13.86 

16 - 25 years 32 31.68 

over 25 years 44 43.56 

no answer 3 2.97 

Total Number 101 

Table 3.33 

Rating of Church Involvement and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Involvement Number Percent of Total 

very involved 41 40.59 

involved 48 47.52 

not too involved 11 10.89 

no answer 1 0.99 

Total Number 101 
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Table 3.34 

Rating of Importance of Religion in the Lives 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Importance Number Percent of Total 

very important 

important 

not very important 

no answer 

Total Number 

94 

5 

0 

2 

101 

93.07 

4,95 

0.00 

1.98 

Table 3.35 

Rating of Attendance at Church Services 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Church Attendance 

every service 

most services 

several times a month 

once a month 

less than once a month 

Number 

73 

26 

1 

1 

0 

Percent of Total 

72.27 

25.74 

0,99 

0,99 

0.00 

Total Number 101 
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Table 3.36 

Occupational Categories and Percentages 
of Respondents in Group Three - Madison 

Categories Number Percent of Total 

Professional, Technical, 

and Managerial 31 

Clerical and Sales 

Service 

Agricultural, Fishery, 

Forestry 

Processing 

Machine Trades 

Benchwork 

Structural 

Miscellaneous 

Retired 

Unemployed 

No answer 

7 

17 

0 

0 

1 

0 

24 

0 

14 

30,69 

6,93 

16.83 

0.00 

0.00 

0,99 

8.91 

0,00 

0.99 

23.76 

0.00 

13.86 

Total Number 101 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Introduction 

This study investigated the effectiveness of one way, 

non-interactive religious television using the Amazing Grace 

Bible Class as a case study. Forty-seven attitudinal 

questions were compared between 230 viewers who had responded 

in writing to the program, and eighteen congregations who 

sponsor the program by paying for local air time. After 

reporting and interpreting the demographic data concerning 

these two groups, reported in the previous chapter, three 

items are very apparent and should be kept in mind when 

interpreting the comparative data. Group one, viewers, were 

overwhelmingly members of the church of Christ (83.72 

percent), the majority of whom had been members for over 25 

years (66.02 percent). Group two, sponsors, of course, were 

100 percent members of the church of Christ. Thirdly, a 

number of sponsors reported much of the mail they were 

receiving through Madison, was from members of the church of 

Christ who had responded to the research question of the week, 

in an attempt to win a Dixon Bible. Therefore, in reality, 

the two groups which were compared were similar and one would 

hypothesize that few differences in attitude would be 

apparent. 
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Five-point Likert scales, ranging from 1—strongly 

disagree, to 5—strongly agree, with 3 being neutral, were 

used to determine attitudes. Mean scores ranging below 3 show 

a negative attitude toward the question, with those closest to 

1 being the most negative. Scores ranging above 3 show a 

positive attitude, with those closest to 5 being the most 

positive. It is important when using Likert scales, to look 

at the mean scores. Of the 47 comparisons which were made, 

t-tests showed a statistically significant difference for 22 

of them. However, on all but two questions, the significance 

occurred in the strength of their agreement or disagreement 

not in the direction. 

Specific Research Questions 

Research questions which were examined in this study are 

as follows: 

1. Is the perception of program content the same for 

viewers of the program as for the churches who sponsor the 

program? 

2. Is there a difference between survey groups in 

their perception of the program's purpose? 

3. Is there a difference in attitude between survey 

groups concerning what constitutes good religious television? 

4. Is there a difference between survey groups in 

their perception of how the program compares to other 

religious TV programs? 
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5. Is there a difference between survey groups in 

their perception of the present speaker on the program? 

6. Is there a difference in the perception of survey 

groups toward areas of needed improvement in the program? 

7. Is there a difference in attitude between survey 

groups concerning the best type of religious program? 

8. From the viewers perspective, is one-way non-

interactive religious programming an effective method of 

reaching specified goals of churches? 

9. From the viewers perspective, is one-way non-

interactive religious programming an effective method of 

religious distance education? 

10. From a historical perspective, has a polarization 

of the religious television audience taken place? 

11. From the perspective of the viewer, considering the 

history of televangelism, what constitutes good religious 

television today? 

12. Considering the present status of televangelism, 

are there differences in the perceptions of survey groups 

toward religious television in general and this program in 

particular? 

Question 1. Is the perception of program 
content the same for viewers of the 

program as for th-. churches 
who sponsor the program? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: The content of the AGBC is primarily, 
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(a) doctrinal, (b) help for everyday living, (c) ecumenical 

(trying to unite all religious groups), (d) counseling type 

sermons (how to help your marriage, get along with your 

children, etc.), see question one. Appendix A. 

As can be seen in table 4.1, the perception of content 

is very much the same for both viewers and sponsors of the 

program. Both groups are positive in their attitudes toward 

content for doctrinal, help for everyday living, and 

counseling type sermons. Group one was consistently more 

positive in these attitudes than was group two. The help for 

everyday living question indicated a statistically 

significant (p<,0001) difference in the intensity of the 

positive attitudes. Group one felt very strongly about this 

attitude while group two felt strongly about it. Both groups 

were negative toward the idea that the AGBC was ecumenical in 

content, with group two being more negative than group one. 

Results of question one indicate, yes, the perception of 

program content is the same for viewers as for the churches 

who sponsor the program. 

Question 2. Is there a difference between 
survey groups in their perception 

of the program's purpose? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: The main purpose of the Amazing Grace Bible Class 

is to: (a) help people grow spiritually, (b) provide in 

home worship for those who can't get out, (c) provide 
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entertainment, (d) evangelize (convert) those who do not 

belong to a church, (e) evangelize (convert) those who 

belong to a church other than the church of Christ, 

(f) raise funds, (g) work for social justice, (h) provide 

religious education (to teach the Bible), (see question two. 

Appendix A). As can be seen in table 4.2, there are four 

statistically significant differences in perceptions of the 

program's purpose, each is discussed below. However, in each 

case the difference was in the intensity of the attitude not 

the direction. 

Both groups felt positive toward purposes of the AGBC in 

the areas of spiritual growth, evangelism of those who do not 

belong belong to a church, evangelism of those who do not 

belong to the church of Christ, and in providing religious 

education. On the purpose of home worship for those who 

cannot get out, group one felt strongly in favor of this 

purpose while group two, although somewhat positive, was much 

closer to the neutral response. A statistically significant 

difference in groups was found in the intensity of thei^ 

positive responses for this attitude, p<.002. 

Both groups felt very negative toward the purposes of 

AGBC being entertainment, and raising funds. Although both 

groups were negative toward the purpose of working for social 

justice, group two was significantly more opposed than group 

one, p<.0001. Both groups were positive in attitude toward 

the purpose of spiritual growth, with group one being 
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significantly more positive, p<.0001. In addition, both 

groups were very positive in their attitudes toward the 

providing of religious education, with group one being more 

positive, p<,003. 

Results of question two indicate, yes, there are some 

statistical differences in the perception of program content 

between survey groups. However, in each case the difference 

was in the intensity of the agreement or disagreement not in 

the overall attitude. 

Question 3. Is there a difference in 
attitude between survey groups 
concerning what constitutes 

good religious television? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: Religion on television should, (a) be formal, 

reverent and quiet, (b) be informal, emotional and exciting, 

(c) be a mix of entertainment and teaching, (d) be primarily 

a teaching/learning situation, (e) be a worship service 

including a hellfire, and brimstone type sermon, (f) be a 

worship service with a "soft" (non-threatening) approach 

sermon, (g) make me feel good, (h) make me feel inadequate, 

(i) make me feel like I need to be saved, (j) make me feel 

like I am saved, see question three. Appendix A. 

As can be seen in table 4,3, there are four 

statistically significant differences in attitude, occurring 

as follows: group one thought worship should be more formal, 

reverent and quiet than did group two, p<.001; group one 
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thought more strongly that religion should be presented as a 

teaching/learning situation, p<.002; group one was somewhat 

negative toward a Hell, fire, and brimstone sermon, while 

group two was much more opposed, p<,004. The groups were 

significantly different, p<.039, in their attitude toward 

making the viewer feel good. Group one was somewhat positive 

toward the attitude, while group two was somewhat negative. 

However, in a visual comparison of means for the groups, a 

strong tendency toward the neutral response is evident for 

both groups. 

Both groups felt that religious programming should be a 

teaching/learning situation, and were negative toward a mix 

of entertainment and teaching. The groups were equally 

opposed to the idea that religious television should be 

informal, emotional, and exciting. 

Results of question three indicate, yes, there are some 

differences in attitude between survey groups concerning how 

religious programming should be presented on television. 

Those differences were in the areas of the presentation of 

religion as formal worship, whether religion is a 

teaching/learning situation, in the type of sermon presented, 

and in whether or not religion should make people feel good. 
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Question 4. Is there a difference between 
survey groups in their perception 
of how the program compares to 
other religious TV programs? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: Compared to other religious television programs, 

the AGBC is, (a) more scriptual (follows the Bible more 

closely), (b) more exciting, (c) more professionally 

produced, (d) easier to follow, (e) more biblical in its 

content, (f) more political in its content, (g) much the same 

in content, (see question four. Appendix A). 

As can be seen in table 4.4, both groups were in general 

agreement on all parts of this question, however, they did 

show statistically significant differences in their intensity 

on two parts of the question. Both groups felt the AGBC was 

more professionally produced than other religious programs 

and that the program was easier to follow. However, on each 

of these items, the attitudes of group one were more intense 

than those of group two, p<.005, p<.001, respectfully. 

Both groups strongly agreed that AGBC was more 

scriptural than other religious programs on television, were 

very close to neutral in their attitudes^toward whether the 

program was more exciting than other religious television 

programs, and were in agreement in their negative attitude 

toward, more political in content, and much the same in 

content. 

Results of question three indicate, yes, there is a 

difference between survey groups in two areas, (1) Whether 
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the production of the program compared favorably to other 

religious programs, and (2) on the ease of following the 

program. However, in general, there was agreement in attitude 

between groups concerning the comparison of the AGBC and 

other religious programs on television. 

Question 5, Is there a difference between 
survey groups in their perception 

of the present speaker on 

the program? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: Steve Flatt, the present speaker on AGBC: (a) is 

emotional in his presentation, (b) is enthusiastic in his 

presentation, (c) uses correct grammar, (d) shows a deep 

knowledge of his subject, (e) has a good personality, (f) 

makes me feel like he cares about me, (g) uses slides, 

graphics, visuals, titles, shots of the Bible text, etc., 

when preaching, see question five. Appendix A, 

As can be seen in table 4.5, both groups were generally 

very positive in their attitudes toward Steve Flatt, the 

present speaker on AGBC. Four parts of this question showed 

statistical differences between groups, but as has been true 

for most other questions on the survey, this difference was a 

matter of intensity of attitude and did not show a point of 

disagreement. Both groups agree the speaker is enthusiastic, 

however, group one feels it more strongly, p<,0001; 

both groups feel the speaker uses correct grammar, however, 

group one feels it more strongly, p<.017; both groups agree 
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the speaker shows a deep knowledge of his subject, but again, 

group one feels it more strongly, p<.0001; and both groups 

think the speaker has a good personality, however, group one 

feels it more strongly, p<.002. Both groups feel the speaker 

projects the feeling of caring for the members Of his 

audience. 

Two parts of this question, is emotional, and uses 

visuals, showed a non-significant difference in the direction 

of attitude of the two groups, that is, the mean of one group 

favored the positive response, while the mean of the other 

group favored the negative response. However, comparing 

means for both groups indicates both groups were very close 

to neutral in their attitudes for both parts of this 

question. 

Results of question five indicate, yes, there is a 

difference between groups in four areas; (1) enthusiasm of 

the speaker, (2) the speakers use of correct grammar, (3) 

whether the speaker has a deep knowledge of his subject, and 

(4) whether the speaker has a good personality. Although 

these differences exist, they exist only in the intensity of 

positive feelings. There is a very strong and positive 

agreement betwee groups in they attitude toward the present 

speaker on the Amazing Grace Bible Class. 
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Question 6. Is there a difference in the 
perception of survey groups toward 

areas of needed improvement 
in the program? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: The AGBC could be improved in the area of: (a) 

music, (b) message topics, (c) personality of speaker, 

(d) time of broadcast, (e) arrangement of program, (see 

question six. Appendix A). As can be seen in table 4,6, the 

groups are generally very negative toward the need for 

improvement in the program. Both groups see little need for 

improvement in music, excitement, speaker, time of broadcast, 

or arrangement of the program. The only statistically 

significant difference, p<.0001, occurred in the difference 

in intensity of attitude toward the arrangement of program. 

Group one felt strongly to very strongly that the arrangement 

of the program should not be changed, while group two tended 

more toward neutral on this point. Although not 

statistically significant, group one was more satisfied with 

the time of broadcast than was group two. 

Results of question six indicate, yes, there was one 

significant difference between groups toward areas of needed 

improvement in the program. This difference was the attitude 

toward needed improvement in the program. However, there is 

very strong agreement, between groups, against the need for 

improvement in the program. 
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Question 7. Is there a difference in 
attitude between survey groups 

concerning the best type 
of religious program? 

This research question was explored by the following 

question: The best type of religious television program is: 

(a) broadcast of church worship services, (b) drama, 

(c) religious news broadcasts, (d) straight pulpit preaching, 

(e) interview with guests, (f) inspirational singing groups, 

(g) singing groups with informal teaching like a Sunday 

school class, (h) singing groups and preaching, (i) speaker 

talking with a live audience, (j) speaker talking directly to 

me, (k) filled with slides, graphics, Bible text on screen, 

sub-titles on screen, movie clips, etc., see question seven. 

Appendix A. As can be seen in table 4,7, there were six 

areas which produced statistically significant differences, 

p<,05, between survey groups, however, only one of these 

differences was in opposite directions. 

Group one was agreed that singing groups and preaching 

was one of the best types of religious programs, while group 

two was disagreed, p<.027. Group one was very positive 

toward the broadcast of church worship services, while group 

one was neutral, p<.002. Group one was very positive toward 

the presentation of straight pulpit preaching, while group 

two was neutral, p<.0001. As far as religious drama was 

concerned, both groups were negative, however, group one was 

much more opposed, p<.004, than was group two. Group one was 

negative toward interviewing guests on a religious program 
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while group two expressed a more neutral position, p<.022. 

Both groups were neutral in regard to using visuals, however, 

a statistically significant difference was found, p<.041, 

because group one was more negative to the idea than was 

group two. 

Both groups were positive in agreement that a speaker 

talking with a live audience was one of the best types of 

religious television program, while each was negative toward 

dramatic presentations, religious news casts, and interviews 

with guests. Both groups were somewhat negative toward the 

use of inspirational singing groups, or a combination of 

singing groups along with informal teaching. 

Results of question seven indicate there is a difference 

of attitudes between groups regarding what constitutes the 

best type of religious television program. However, in all 

but one question, the intensity of positive or negative 

attitudes varied, but not the direction. 

Question 8. From the viewers perspective, 
is one-way non-interactive religious 

programming an effective method 
of reaching specified 
goals of churches? 

This question, by design, was not addressed in the 

survey with a single question. However, questions were 

included, which gave insight into the answer from the 

perspective of the viewer on survey A, see Appendix B. Those 

questions were as follows: (9) The main purpose of the 
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Amazing Grace Bible Class is to: (a) help people grow 

spiritually, (b) provide in home worship for those who can't 

get out, (c) provide entertainment, (d) evangelize 

(convert) those who don't belong to a church, (e) evangelize 

(convert) those who belong to a church other than the church 

of Christ, (f) raise funds, (g) work for social justice, 

(h) provide religious education (to teach the Bible); (14) 

The AGBC has strengthened my spiritual life; (15) The AGBC 

has been of great help in my attempt to understand the Bible; 

(18) I have been "saved" since watching the AGBC; and (22) I 

watch religious programs on TV rather than going to church. 

In determining the attitudes of respondants on the above 

questions, a five point Likert scale was used. Frequency of 

response to each iterm was determined and percentage of 

responses for each item was figured. In reporting the data 

below, negative attitudes expressed by one and two on the 

Likert scale were collapsed to give a single negative 

percentage. Likewise, positive attitudes expressed by four 

and five on the Likert scale were collapsed to give a single 

positive percentage. 

Survey question 9 deals with viewer attitudes concerning 

the purposes of the AGBC-. In comparing the percentages for 

purposes of the AGBC, in descending order of importance, 

viewers selected the following: spiritual growth (95.65 

percent), religious education (79.57 percent), providing a 

home worship service if they cannot get out (69.56 percent), 
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evangelizing those who do not belong to a church (68,2 6 

percent), and evangelizing those who do not belong to the 

church of Christ (56.52 percent). 

Viewer responses on the above questions were compared to 

determine if the AGBC fulfilled the above purposes in the 

lives of the viewers. On question 14 of the viewer survey, 

the AGBC has strengthened my spiritual life, 73.47 percent 

were in agreement. On question 15, the AGBC has been of great 

help in my attempt to understand the Bible, 69.57 percent 

were in agreement. On question 22, I watch religious 

programs on TV rather than going to church, 6.52 percent were 

in agreement. On question 18, I have been "saved" since 

watching the AGBC, 3.04 percent were in agreement. 

Results of this research question, according to the 

above data, are generally very positive. Viewers feel they 

are more spiritual and have received a better Biblical 

education because of the program. On the other hand, few 

miss worship services to watch the program and very few have 

been evangelized (converted) since beginning to watch the 

program. 
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Question 9. From the viewers perspective, 
is one-way non-interactive religious 
programming an effective method of 

religious distance education? 

In determining the attitudes of respondants on the 

following questions, a five point Likert scale was used. 

Frequency of response to each item was determined and 

percentage of responses for each item was figured. In 

reporting the data below, negative attitudes expressed by ^ne 

and two on the Likert scale were collapsed to give a single 

negative percentage. Likewise, positive attitudes expressed 

by four and five on the Liker scale were collapsed to give a 

single positive percentage. 

Specific questions included on survey A (viewers), which 

provided information on this research question and percentage 

of positive responses were as follows: (14) The AGBC has 

strengthened my spiritual life (73.47 percent); (15) The 

AGBC has been of great help in my attempt to understand the 

Bible (69.57 percent); (20) Compared to other religious 

television programs, the AGBC is, (a) more scriptual (follows 

the Bible more closely) (86.52 percent); (c) more 

professionally produced (56.52 percent); (d) easier to 

follow (74,78 percent); (e) more biblical in its content 

(80.81 percent); and (29) The best type of religious 

television program is: (a) broadcast of church worship 

services (54.35 percent); (d) straight pulpit preaching 
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(65.22 percent), and (i) speaker talking with a live 

audience (50 percent), see survey A, Appendix B, 

Taking into consideration the viewing habits and 

attitudes of viewers expressed in the above data, it is 

evident that from the viewers perspective, one-way non-

interactive religious programming is an effective method of 

religious distance education. Viewers report having been 

strengthened spiritually by the program, possessing a better 

understanding of the Bible, and report watching the program 

on a regular basis. 

Question 10. From a historical perspective, 
has a polarization of the religious 

television audience taken place? 

Specific questions included on survey A (viewers), which 

provided information on this research question and percentage 

of responses were as follows: (1) Approximately, how often 

do you watch the Amazing Grace Bible Class? Every week 

(76.88 percent); (2) How many religious programs do you 

watch? The two most frequently marked responses were. Only 

the Amazing Grace Bible Class and only programs sponsored by 

the church of Christ (61 percent); (3) Who, if anyone, 

watches the AGBC with you on a regular basis? The two most 

frequently marked responses were, Noone and spouse (84.58 

percent); (8) The content of the AGBC is primarily: (c) 

ecumenical (18.6 percent); (26) I contribute money to other 

religious programs (9.10 percent). 
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Demographic data described above in (1), (2), and (3) 

were collected with multiple choice questions. Data reported 

in the other questions above used the Likert scale as 

previously described. 

The above data, indicates that as far as the Amazing 

Grace Bible Class is concerned, a definite polarization of 

the audience has taken place. It is being watched primarily 

by members of the churches of Christ, who watch only "church 

of Christ" programs, either by themselves or with their 

spouse, and have little interest in the ecumenical movement, 

and who do not give money to other religious programs. 

From a historical perspective, there is little doubt the 

religious audience today has polarized, i.e., moved in the 

direction of their own beliefs. In the Religion and 

Television study (Gerbner et al., 1984), it was concluded 

that the "effort to reach out to new and different audiences 

has met with very little success" (p. 67). Most religious 

television today has an audience of religious viewers who 

already hold strong religious beliefs . . , the programs 
themselves function to confirm these beliefs . . , 
reinforce the believer rather than convert the 
nonbeliever . . . have more value as encouragement to 
the faithful than as evangelism to the world. (Fore, 
1987, p. 112) 

It is very evident that a polarization of the religious 

audience has taken place, at least as far as the Amazing 

Grace audience is concerned. 
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Question 11. From the perspective of the 
viewer, considering the history of 

televangelism, what constitutes 
good religious television 

today? 

Specific questions included on survey A (viewers), which 

provided information on this research question and percentage 

of positive responses were as follows: (10) Religion on 

television should, (a) be formal, reverent and quiet (63.47 

percent); (b) be informal, emotional and exciting (14.34 

percent); (c) be a mix of entertainment and teaching (15.22 

percent); (d) be primarily a teaching/learning situation 

(80.43 percent); (e) be a worship service including a 

hellfire, and brimstone type sermon (32.61 percent); (f) be 

a worship service with a "soft" (non-threatening) approach 

sermon (30.43 percent); (g) make me feel good (37.83 

percent); (h) make me feel inadequate (20.43 percent); 

(i) make me feel like I need to be saved (56,96 percent); 

(j) make me feel like I am saved (43.91 percent). 

(20) Compared to other religious television programs, the 

AGBC is, (a) more scriptual (follows the Bible more closely), 

(86.52 percent); (c) more professionally produced (56.52 

percent); (d) easier to follow (74.78 percent); (e) more 

biblical in its content (80.81 percent); and (29) The best 

type of religious television program is: (a) broadcast of 

church worship services (54.35 percent); (b) drama (3.91 

percent); (c) religious news broadcasts (7.83 percent); (d) 

straight pulpit preaching (65.22 percent); 
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(e) interview with guests (17,39 percent); (f) inspirational 

singing groups (24.35 percent), (h) singing groups and 

preaching (39.57 percent); and (i") speaker talking with a 

live audience (50 percent), see survey A, Appendix B. 

From the above data collected, good religious television 

for this specific audience,is much like the Amazing Grace 

Bible Class. It is formal, reverent, and quiet, a 

teaching/learning situation, which is primarily straight 

pulpit preaching, and very Biblical in content. There "s 

little room in the attitudes of this audience for 

emotionalism, drama, interviews, or other non-traditional 

type services. 

Question 12. Considering the present status 
of televangelism, are there differences 
in the perceptions of survey groups 

toward religious television in 
general and this program 

in particular? 

In determining the attitudes of respondants on the 

following questions, a five point Likert scale was used. 

Frequency of response to each item was determined and 

percentage of responses for each item was figured. In 

reporting the data below, negative attitudes expressed by one 

and two on the Likert scale were collapsed to give a single 

negative percentage. Likewise, positive attitudes expressed 

by four and five on the Likert scale were collapsed to give a 

single positive percentage. 
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This research question was explored by two common 

questions on surveys A and B, and are as follows with 

percentage of responses given: (3) Religion on television 

should, (a) be formal, reverent and quiet (63.48 percent), 

(b) be informal, emotional and exciting (14.35 percent), 

(c) be a mix of entertainment and teaching (15.22 percent), 

(d) be primarily a teaching/learning situation (80.43 

percent), (e) be a worship service including a hell, fire, 

and brimstone type sermon (32.61 percent), (f) be a worship 

service with a "soft" (non-threatening) approach sermon 

(30.43 percent), (g) make me feel good (37.83 percent), 

(h) make me feel inadequate (20.43 percent), (i) make me 

feel like I need to be saved (59.96 percent), (j) make me 

feel like I am saved (43.91 percent), (see question three. 

Appendix A ) . 

The second survey question which deals with this 

research question is question 4, see Appendix A. (4) 

Compared to other religious television programs, the AGBC is, 

(a) more scriptual (follows the Bible more closely), (86.52 

percent), (b) more exciting (30.43 percent), 

(c) more professionally produced (56.52 percent), 

(d) easier to follow (74.78 percent), (e) more biblical in 

its content (80.87 percent), (f) more political in its 

content (5.22 percent), (g) much the same in content (8.70 

percent) (see question four. Appendix A) . 
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From the data above, it can be determined that the 

survey groups in this research are very similar in their 

attitudes toward the Amazing Grace Bible Class, and also in 

their attitudes toward religious television programs in 

general. 

They both are generally very pleased with the AGBC and 

do not want to see changes in the speaker, song leader, 

format, or presentation of the program. They agreed that 

religious television should be on the formal side rather than 

the informal, should include a sermon, should primarily be a 

teaching/learning situation, and should stay away from all 

types of entertainment, see table 4,3. 

They do not want religious drama, religious news casts, 

or interview type programs. They lean toward disapproval of 

special singing groups appearing on the program. 

Additional Results 

In addition to providing answers to the specific 

research questions delineated above, information was also 

gathered on a variety of questions which were of primary 

importance to the producers of the AGBC, These questions 

dealt with viewer feelings about themselves, their practical 

attitude toward the AGBC and the churches of Christ in 

general, and a series of questions written to see if the 

doctrinal content of the AGBC is being incorporated into the 

beliefs of the v"ewers, see tables 4.8 to 4.17, In 
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interpreting the data in these tables, it must be remembered 

that nearly 84 percent of the Respondents are members of the 

churches of Christ, and 82.29 percent of Respondents have 

been members of the church of Christ for at least 16 years. 
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Table 4.1 

T-test Results from Comparison of Content of the AGBC 

Content Group Mean T Value Two-Tail 
Probability 

One 4.2445 

A. Doctrinal 1.71 .089 

Two 3.7778 

B. Help For One 4.8009 

Everyday 5.44 .0001* 

Living Two 4.0556 

C. Ecumenical 

(Trying One 2.6818 

to Unite All 1.78 .077 

Religious 

Groups) Two 2.0556 

D. Counseling 

Type One 4.22 64 

Sermons l-'79 .075 

Two 3.8333 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4.2 

T-test Results from Comparison of Attitudes Toward 
the Purpose of AGBC 

Purpose Group Mean T Value 

E. Evangelize One 3.8609 
If Don't 
Belong to the 

H. Provide 
Religious One 4.7377 
Education 

Two 4.2222 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Two-Tail 

Probability 

One 4,8714 
A. Spiritual 

Growth 5.95 .0001* 
Two 3.94 4 4 

B. In Home 
Worship One 4.2091 
if can't 
get out 3.20 .002* 

Two 3,2778 

One 1.6855 
C. Entertainment .06 .948 

Two 1.6667 

D. Evangelize One 4.3477 
If Don't 
Belong .83 .408 
To a Church Two 4.1667 

44 .659 

F, 

G. 

church of Christ 

Raise Funds 

Working For 
Social Justice . 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

3.7222 

1.5227 

1.2222 

2.7795 

1.6667 

1.27 

3.54 

.207 

.0001* 

3.00 .003 



Table 4.3 

T-test Results from Comparison of Attitudes Toward 
How Religion Should be Presented on Television 

Two-Tail 
Presentation Group Mean T Value Probability 

A. Formal, 
Reverent One 4.1209 
and Quiet 3.45 .001* 

Two 3.1111 

B. Informal, One 2.0545 
Emotional and .00 .997 
Exciting Two 2.0556 

C. Entertainment One 2.1027 
and Teaching 1.28 .202 

Two 1.7222 

D. Teaching One 4.7341 
Learning 3.19 .002* 
Situation Two 4.2222 

E. Worship Service One 2.8927 
With a Hell, 
Fire, Type 2.92 ,004* 
Sermon Two 1.8889 

F. Worship Service One 2.8673 
With a "Soft" 1-55 .122 
Sermon Two 2.3333 

G. Makes Viewer One 3.3814 
Feel Good 2,07 .039* 

Two 2.6667 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4.4 

T-test Results from Comparison of the AGBC 
to Other Religious Programs 

Two-Tail 
Comparison Group Mean T Value Probability 

One 4.7627 

A. More Scriptual 5̂9 

Two 4,6667 
.554 

One 3.3745 

B. More Exciting .73 ,464 

Two 3.1667 

C. More One 4.3096 

Professionally 2.82 .005 

Produced Two 3.7222 

D. Easier To One 4.6785 

Follow 3.36 .001 

Two 4.1111 

F. More Political One 1.6667 

In Content .29 .773 

Two 1.6111 

G. Much The Same One 1.9314 

In Content .37 .710 

Two 1.8333 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4,5 

T-test Results from Comparison of Attitudes Toward 
Steve Flatt, the Present Speaker on AGBC 

Steve Flatt 

A. Is emotional 

B. Is enthusiastic 

C. Uses Correct 
Grammar 

D. Shows a Deep 
Knowledge of 
His Subject 

E. Has a Good 
Personality 

F. Cares About 
Me 

G. Uses Visuals, 
Shots of Bible, 
While Preaching 

Group 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

Mean 

3,2214 

2,8333 

4,8073 

4,1667 

4.8300 

4.5556 

4.9159 

4.5556 

4.8668 

4.5000 

4,4836 

4.5000 

2.8114 

3.2778 

T Value 

1.29 

4,47 

2,40 

4.26 

3.19 

-.03 

1.60 

Two-Tail 

Probability 

.199 

.0001* 

.017* 

.0001* 

.002* 

.975 

.112 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4.6 

T-test Results from Comparison of Areas 
of Improvement in the AGBC 

Improvement Area 

A. Music 

B. More Exciting 

C. Personality 

Of Speaker 

D. Time of 

Broadcast 

E. Arrangement 

of Program 

Group 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

Mean 

1.7150 

1.9444 

1.8832 

2.0556 

1.6773 

1.778 

2.2473 

1.8333 

1.6736 

2.6111 

T Value 

-.93 

1.61 

-.43 

1,37 

-3,70 

Two-Tail 

Probability 

,353 

,127 

.666 

.173 

,0001* 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4.7 

T-test Results from Comparison of Attitudes Toward 
the Best Type of Religious Television Programs 

Type 

A. Broadcast of 
church Worship 
Services 

B. Drama 

C. Religious News 
Broadcasts 

D. Straight 
Pulpit 
Preaching 

E. Interviews 
With Guests 

F. Inspirational 
Singing Groups 

G. Singing Groups 
with informal 
Teaching 

H. Singing Groups 
and Preaching 

I. Speaker Talking 
With a Live 
Audience 

Group 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

One 

Two 

Mean 

4.0614 

3.1667 

1.6682 

2.2778 

1.9773 

1.7222 

4.4091 

3.2222 

2.1764 

2.7778 

2.8786 

2.4444 

2.8336 

2.9444 

3.4614 

2.7778 

4,0091 

3.8889 

T Value 

3.12 

-2.90 

1.08 

4.81 

-2.31 

1.42 

-.37 

2.23 

,47 

Two-Tail 
Probability 

,002* 

,004* 

.283 

.0001* 

.022* 

,156 

.710 

.027* 

.642 

K. Filled with One 2,4477 
Graphics, Bible "2.05 .041* 
Text,sub- Two 2.9444 
Titles.etc. 

* Statistically significant p<.05 
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Table 4.8 

Viewing Habits of Those Who Watch the 
Amazing Grace Bible Class 

Frequency of Viewing Number Percent of Total 

Every Week 173 76.89 

Three Times a Month 29 12.8 9 

Twice a Month 9 4.00 

Once a Month 8 3.5 6 

Seldom if ^ver 6 2.67 

Total Number 225 

Table 4.10 

Religious Programming Watched by Group One -
Viewers of Amazing Grace Bible Class 

Programs Watched Number Percent of Total 

Only AGBC 83 3 6.24 

Only Programs Sponsored by 

the church of Christ 78 34.06 

Several Others 59 25.76 

Many Others 9 3.93 

Total Number 22 9 
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Table 4.11 

Group One Report of Who Watches 
Amazing Grace Bible Class 

Who Watches Number Percent of Total 

No One But Myself 111 46.25 

Spouse 92 38.33 

Children 17 7.08 

Friends 8 3.33 

Other 12 5.00 

Total Number 240* 

* Indicates multiple answers by some respondents 

Table 4.12 

Group One Report of How Often the Program 
is Watched to the Very End 

How Often Number Percent of Total 

Always 175 76.75 

More Than Half the Time 44 19.30 

Less Than Half the Time 5 2,19 

Almost Never 4 1.75 

Total Number 228 
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Table 4.13 

Group One Report of How Often the Program 
Receives Undivided Attention When Viewed 

Time 

Always 

Usually 

Sometimes 

Never 

Number 

123 

74 

25 

8 

Percent of Total 

5 3 . 4 7 

3 2 . 1 7 

1 0 . 8 7 

3 . 4 8 

Total Number 230 

Table 4.14 

How often Do Viewers Write to Madison 
Requesting Information? 

Frequency Number Percent of Total 

Once a Month 

Once Every Six Months 

Once a Year 

Less Than Once a Year 

Never 

42 

53 

59 

42 

29 

18.67 

23.56 

26.22 

28.67 

12.87 

Total Number 225 
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Table 4.15 

How often Do Viewers Write to Other Religious 
Programs Requesting Information? 

Frequency Number Percent of Total 

Once a Month 13 5.75 

Once Every Six Months 17 7.52 

Once a Year 17 7,52 

Less Than Once a Year 21 9,2 9 

Never 158 69.91 

Total Number 226 
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Table 4.16 

Percentages of Viewer Reported Results from Watching the 
Amazing Grace Bible Class, Survey Question 11 

No 
Results Answer 

Feel Closer To God 

More Tolerant of 
Other Beliefs 

Am a Better Person 

Treat Family Better 

Treat Neighbor Bette: 

Go to Church More 

More Active 

Give More Money 

Feel I am now Saved 

No Need To Attend 

Have Changed Churche; 

Active in Politics 

Sponsors Would Help 
If I'm in Trouble 

Sponsors Care 

9 

27, 

10. 

16, 

r20. 

25 

25, 

28 

26. 

25, 

s33. 

28, 

21, 

20, 

.13 

.40 

43 

,52 

,43 

.65 

.65 

.70 

96 

.65 

.04 

.70 

.30 

.87 

,43 

28.26 

0.87 

2.17 

3.48 

11.74 

7,83 

8.70 

8.26 

65.65 

52.17 

41.74 

5.22 

3.91 

0, 

4, 

0, 

0, 

0, 

3, 

3, 

4, 

2, 

2, 

2, 

2, 

1 

.00 

.79 

.43 

.00 

.00 

.91 

.48 

.35 

.61 

.17 

.61 

.61 

.74 

,87 

6.09 

13.04 

2.17 

6.96 

9.13 

16.08 

17.83 

20.00 

15.22 

3.48 

7.83 

13.49 

13,04 

9.57 

14 

10 

14 

17 

13 

7. 

13 

13 

10 

. 

1. 

6. 

15 

17 

.35 

,43 

.78 

.83 

.91 

83 

.91 

.49 

,87 

87 

30 

96 

.65 

.39 

70, 

16, 

71, 

56, 

53. 

34, 

31. 

24. 

36, 

2, 

3 

6 

43 

47 

.00 

.09 

,30 

,52 

,04 

,78 

,30 

,78 

,09 

.17 

.04 

.52 

.04 

,39 

Ask For Spiritual 
Help From A Local 
Church of Christ 17.83 .43 1.72 11.74 14.35 53,91 

Would Write to AGBC 
For Spiritual Help 21.30 2.17 1,74 9.13 15.65 50.00 
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Table 4,16 

Continued 

No 
Results Answer 

Would Ask For Food, 
Clothing, From A 
Local Church of 17.39 3.91 3.48 15.65 14,35 45.22 
Christ 

Would Ask For 
Food, Clothing 
From AGBC 23.39 13.04 3.91 16.09 11.30 31.74 

Would Ask For 
Marital 
Counseling From 
A Local Church 
of Christ 23.04 6.09 1.72 15.22 13.48 40.43 

Would Ask For 
Marital 
Counseling From 
AGBC 25.65 10.00 1.30 20.43 11.74 30.87 

Would Ask For 
Counseling 
Concerning My 
Children From 
A Local church 24.35 5.22 3.04 14,78 15.22 37,39 
of Christ 

Would Ask For 
Counseling 
Concerning My 
Children By 
Writing 33.04 8.26 1.30 15.22 14.35 27.83 
To AGBC 
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Table 4.17 

Percentages of Viewer Reported Results from Watching 
the Amazing Grace Bible Class, Survey 

Questions 12 to 191 and 22 to 27 

Question 
No 
Answer 

12. While Watching 
AGBC I'm Doing 
Other Things 5.22 19.13 5,22 12,17 13.91 13,04 

13. AGBC Has 
Changed How I 
Feel About 
My Purpose 
of Life 

24 .78 

v-^ 

3 . 9 1 2 , 6 1 2 6 . 9 6 1 3 . 9 1 2 7 . 8 3 

14. AGBC Has 
Strengthened 
My Spiritual 
Life 15.65 .87 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 3 . 4 8 

15. AGBC Has Helped 
Me Understand 
the Bible 17.39 .43 1.30 11,30 16.96 52.61 

16. AGBC Has Helped 
Me Understand 
Salvation 21.30 2.61 1.74 10.87 17.83 45.66 

17. I was "saved" 
before Watching 
AGBC 16.52 4 ,78 87 3,91 4.35 69.57 

18. I have been 
"saved" Since 
watching AGBC 44.35 40.43 3.04 9.13 1.30 1.74 
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Table 4.17 

Continued 

Question 
No 
Answer 

19. I was "saved" 
when 

a. Accepted the 
Lord 2 9.13 

b. Prayed 40.00 
c. Preacher 

Prayed 40.43 
d. Voted In 40.43 
e. Was Baptized 10,87 
f. Baptized as 

Baby 37.83 
g. Had a Mystical 

Experience 37.39 
h. Felt Saved 

in My Heart 39.13 
i. Am Not Saved 4 3.04 

53.91 

50.43 

37.83 
50.87 

23.91 1.30 .87 2.61 42.17 
32.61 .87 2.61 4.78 19.13 

44.35 3.04 3.91 
52.17 1.74 2.61 
3.48 .43 .43 

87 3.04 

43 3.91 

.43 

.43 
3,91 
3,48 

2.17 60.87 
.87 2.17 
2.61 82.17 

2.17 2.17 

2.17 5.66 

3.91 14.78 
1.30 .87 

22. Watch 
Religious 
TV Instead 
of Going to 15.65 
Church 

73.91 1.74 2.17 4.35 2.17 

23. AGBC Solicits 
Money 
On The Air 18.26 72.17 2.17 2.61 .87 3.91 

24. AGBC Solicits 
Money 
By mail 2.22 5 4 . 7 8 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 3 . 4 8 4 . 7 8 

25. I Contribute 
Money 
To AGBC 34.35 36.09 3.91 14,78 4,35 6.52 

26. I Contribute 
Money To 
Other 2.83 
Programs 

49.57 1.74 4.78 6.52 9.13 
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Table 4.17 

Continued 

No 
Question Answer 

27. I Get as Much 
From Watching 
Religious TV 
As From 12.61 56.09 7.39 11.30 6.09 6.52 
Attending 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

This study investigated the effectiveness of simplex, 

i.e., one way, non-interactive religious television, using the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class as a case study. Forty-seven 

attitudinal questions were compared between 230 viewers who 

had responded in writing to the program, and one individual 

from each of the 18 congregations who sponsor the program by 

paying for local air time. A third survey instrument was 

administered to members of the producing congregation of the 

program, the Madison church of Christ, in Nashville, 

Tennessee. However, due to unfortunate circumstances already 

delineated, response to the third instrument was inadequate 

for use in this study. In addition to the comparisons of 

perceptions between groups one and two, the study provided a 

great deal of demographic data, especially from viewers of the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class. 

Conclusions 

Demographic data collected in this study are extremely 

important when attempting to generalize findings. This is 

true in generalizing findings to the general religious 

television audience or to non-religious educational uses of 

simplex television. The study provides the following 
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information concerning the typical viewer of the Amazing 

Grace Bible Clasf?: a (l) white, (2) married, (3) female, (4) 

over 61 years old, (5) either retired or a housewife, (6) a 

member of the church of Christ, who (7) attends all, or 

nearly all, worship services of their congregation, for which 

(8) religion is very important, who (9) has no more than an 

high school education, and (10) earns less than $15,000 

annually. 

Given the demographic data above, this study speaks very 

little to the use of simplex television in general education. 

The audience is so defined and unique that broad 

generalizations, even to additional religious audiences are 

difficult. It also needs to be understood that this study 

deals with voluntary, in home viewing of a specific religious 

program. Therefore, generalizations to the non-voluntary, 

institutional learner, may be difficult, 

TT.ĉe of Simplex Television in 
General Education 

In regard to using simplex television as an effective 

medium for general distance education, this study seems to 

suggest the following: (1) From the viewers perspective, 

learning can and does take place from simplex television, (2) 

In-home viewing of educational simplex television is either 

enjoyable or worthwhile enough for viewers to continue the 

practice on a regular and prolonged basis, (3) For the older 
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audience, the lecture format of presentation is preferred, 

(4) Perhaps it can be inferred from the absence of the 

younger audience in this study, that the traditional, 

lecture, non-visualized format is not preferred by them, 

(5) Based on the number of letters sent to Madison, viewers 

seem to enjoy an opportunity for interactivity, even if on a 

limited basis, (6) Viewers feel that learning from simplex 

television, however, does occur even without the possibility 

of interactivity, (7) Based on the literature more effecti' -

instruction could be accomplished by placing study guides in 

the hands of the learner, (8) The time of the broadcast 

could have a significant effect on the viewership of the 

program, (9) The use of visuals by the lecturer, does not 

seem to overtly effect the attitude of the older viewer 

toward the program, (10) Teacher qualities, such as, a 

pleasing personality, proper use of grammar, and 

friendliness, favorably enhance the learning experience, and 

(11) According to the literature, good communication skills 

are necessary for the effective use of simplex television. 

Use of Simplex Television in 
Religious Education 

In regard to using simplex television as an effective 

medium for religious distance education, the following points 

are suggested from this study: (1) On the basis of the 

response to this data, simplex television, as a tool to 
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encourage and build up those who are already believers, 

simplex television seems^to be effective. (2) Since 90 

percent of the respondents in group one attend all, or almost 

all, of the worship services of their congregations, 

admonishing them could more effectively be accomplished at 

that time without the massive costs associated with broadcast 

television. (3) If evangelism, i.e., conversion, is a 

primary goal of simplex religious television, it is a dismal 

failure, both for the Amazing Grace Bible Class, and for 

other religious programs, as discussed in the literature 

portion of this research. (4) If simplex television is being 

used as a "door opener," or as a "public relations device," 

it also seems to be a failure, at least as far as the 

audience of this study is concerned. With 84 percent of the 

viewing audience, in this study, already members of the 

churches of Christ, one wonders whose doors are being opened, 

or who is receiving the benefit of the public relations, 

(5) The intended audience of religious simplex television 

should not be the "everyone audience," i.e., trying to reach 

everyone in all age groups who will listen. Demographic data 

should be analyzed, the actual viewing audience should be 

determined, and programming should be targeted to that 

specific group of viewers, (6) Based on the response from 

this study, a program design change could be made to see if 

another audience could be attracted to the program. 
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Limitations of tT̂ e study 

The study was limited in the following areas: (1) by 

the ability of the survey instruments to accurately reflect 

the actual attitudes of respondents, (2) by the disadvantages 

of a mail survey, (3) by the inability to survey those who 

may watch the program but choose never to respond in writing, 

(4) by the weakening of the study because of the inability to 

include the Madison in-house survey,M5) by the unique 

characteristic of the respondent, i.e., white, older, female, 

retired or housewife, low income, member of the church of 

Christ, etc., (6) by the number of non-answers given by 

respondents on survey A (viewers), 

Observations 

Among television programs of the churches of Christ, a 

polarization of the audience seems to have taken place. In 

the Davis study (1970), concerning the Herald of Truth, a 

television ministry of the Highland Avenue church of Christ 

in Abilene, Texas, 44.60 percent of those taking Bible 

correspondence courses where already members of the church of 

Christ. The Bailey study (1972), also concerning the Herald 

of Truth, reported 42 percent of the viewers were already 

members of the church of Christ. 

In the present study, 83.72 percent of those responding 

in writing to the Amazing Grace Bible Class were members of 

the church of Christ. Dr. B. E. Davis, Director of the 
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Communication Research Center at Abilene Christian 

University, author of the Davis study mentioned above, as 

well as numerous other studies for the Herald of Truth, said 

in a personal conversation with the researcher, in January 

1989, that the Herald of Truth had essentially become a 

"closed circuit television broadcast to members of the 

churches of Christ." 

Analysis of demographic data would seem to indicate that 

the Amazing Grace Bible Class is a ministry of, to, and for 

members of the churches of Christ. It is almost cyclical in 

nature, providing a lot of activity for many well intentioned 

people who are already members. It is produced by the 

Madison church of Christ, viewed mainly by members of the 

church of Christ, who write in to the program and have their 

letters returned to local congregations for further contact, 

who after contact learn that the great majority are already 

members. Only four respondents indicated strong agreement 

toward their being "saved" since starting to watch the 

Amazing Grace Bible Class. Only three instances of 

conversion, related to the class, were reported by sponsoring 

congregations for the preceding year. Fifteen congregations 

reported, "no," or "unknown," as the number of visitors 

attending their services as a result of the AGBC. Therefore, 

it is evident this study confirms general findings from the 

literature, that is, simplex television is not an effective 

tool of evangelism. 
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Among this study group, there was opposition to the use 

of special singing groups in the program. One can only 

speculate that the opposition comes from the idea that 

singing groups might be considered entertainment. Further 

speculation might conclude that airing a dignified, formal 

worship service, could be considered a statement of 

opposition to the negative image of many televangelists and 

religious programs today. The simple worship service, 

without the use of brass bands or singing groups, fund 

raising appeals, the hawking of trinkets and records, or the 

frills and hype of big time televangelists, when witnessed by 

the viewer, stands in stark contrast to the normal religious 

television fare of today. The overwhelming majority of both 

survey groups, strongly agree with the" wisdom of providing 

such a contrast in programs such as the Amazing Grace Bible 

Class. 

Although it may be exciting to think of the vast 

broadcast television audience available, it can also be very 

deceiving. The real test, of course, is how many in that 

potential audience are actually viewing the program you want 

them to watch. In Nashville, Tennessee, the 31st television 

market in the United States, the estimated AGBC audience is 

14,000 households, with a rating of two and a 19 share. The 

rating indicates that of all possible television households 

in the Nashville market area, two percent are tuned to the 

AGBC. The market share of viewers indicates that of all 
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television households actually watching something at the time 

of the AGBC broadcast, 19 percent are tuned to the AGBC. Of 

course, 14,000 viewers could be considered a substantial 

audience. If the make up of the AGBC audience in Nashville 

is the same as that of the entire study sample, 84 percent of 

the 14,000 viewers are members of the church of Christ, 

leaving a non-churched or other-churched audience of 2240, 

Of course, the decision to be made is whether the audience is 

sufficiently large, and responses are adequate enough, to 

justify the cost and effort connected with the continued 

production of the program. Perhaps the design of the Amazing 

Grace Bible Class should be reevaluated to see what 

differences occur in the demographics of the new audience. 

In nearly every case, except that of cable, the Amazing 

Grace Bible Class is broadcast on Sunday, Industry wide, so 

many religious programs are broadcast on Sunday morning, it 

is called the Sunday Morning Ghetto. Perhaps airing the 

program on a different day, in a better time slot, would have 

a significant effect on the viewership of the program. 

Significant Findings in This Study 

An important aspect of this study was the number of 

findings which were statistically significant, however, were 

not very meaningful. No doubt one of the reasons for this 

was the unequal number of respondents in each group. Group 

one (viewers) consisted of 230 respondents, while group two 
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(sponsors) consisted of only 18. This would tend to pull the 

data in favor of the larger group. Additionally, one or two 

respondents in a small group of 18, could skew the data 

significantly in favor of their bias. 

Several examples of statistically significant 

differences which were not very meaningful follow. Question 

21d on survey A (viewers), was Steve Flatt, the present 

speaker on AGBC: shows a deep knowledge of his subject. 

Group one, (viewers) were extremely positive in showing a 

mean score of 4.92, out of a possible five. Group two, 

(sponsors) were also extremely positive in their attitude on 

this question, with a mean score of 4.56. Both groups feel 

very strongly that Steve Flatt shows a deep knowledge of his 

subject. However, there was a statistically significant 

difference between the two groups, p<.0001 In this case, 

that difference was almost meaningless. 

Another example of a statistically significant 

difference which was not meaningful was with the response to 

question 9h on survey A (viewers). Question 9h is stated as 

follows: The main purpose of the Amazing Grace Bible Class 

is to: provide religious education (to teach the Bible). 

Both groups are in strong agreement with this question as 

shown by the mean score of 4.74 for group one (viewers). The 

mean score for group two, (sponsors) on this question was 

4.22. However, the difference in the intensity of the 

positive response was statistically significant p<.003. 
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Although significant, as far as this question was concerned 

it was not very meaningful. 

Suggestions For Additional Research 

Several areas for further research have been discovered 

in conducting the present research. Some of them are as 

follows: 

1. Methods of reaching and maintaining a younger 

audience with voluntary, in-home, educational programs. 

2. Numerous replications of this study, for various 

religious groups using simplex television. Incorporate the 

use of survey instruments developed in this study. 

3. Cross-denominational research on the demographic 

makeup of the audience. 

4. Reach across the different audiences of the major 

televangelists today, in an effort to determine who is really 

watching religious television. 

5. Study present formats of religious television and 

their effects on the demographic make-up of the audience. 

6. Target certain age groups with specific formats in 

an effort to see which format best reaches desired groups 

7. Why the present day scandals have effected 

televangelism today to the extend they have, compared to the 

effects of scandals in the early days of televangelism. 
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8. An up-to-date study of the viewers of the Herald of 

Truth program, produced by the Highland Avenue church of 

Christ, Abilene, Texas. 

9. A study of SEARCH, the third national television 

ministry of churches of Christ, produced by the church of 

Christ in Edmond, Oklahoma. 

Final Observation 

Perhaps some may consider this study to be negative 

because the findings are not as positive and encouraging as 

some may have wished. It is, however, the duty of a 

researcher to truly report how things actually are, not how 

one may wish them to be. Nothing in this research has been 

intended to be negative toward the dedication of the Madison 

congregation or those who have been so tirelessly committed 

to the the Amazing Grace Program. It is hoped by the 

researcher, that the findings of this study will be used as 

positive steps in the continued, effective, use of the medium 

of religious simplex television. 
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COMPILATION OF COMMON QUESTIONS ON ALL 
QUESTIONNAIRES 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1. The content of the AGBC is primarily: 

a. doctrinal 

b. help for everyday living 

c. ecumenical (trying to unite all religious groups) 

d. counseling type sermons (how to help your marriage, 

get along with your children, etc.) 

2. The main purpose of the Amazing Grace Bible Class is to: 

a. help people grow spiritually 

b. provide in home worship for those who can't get out 

c. provide entertainment 

d. evangelize (convert) those who don't belong to 

a church 

e. evangelize (convert) those who belong to a church 

other than the church of Christ. 

f. raise funds 

g. work for social justice 

h. provide religious education (to teach the Bible) 

3. Religion on television should: 

a. be formal, reverent and quiet 

b. be informal, emotional and exciting 

c. be a mix of entertainment and teaching 

d. be primarily a teaching/learning situation 

e. be a worship service including a hell, fire, and 

brimstone type sermon 

f be a worship service with a "soft" (non threatening) 

approach sermon 

g. make me feel good 

2 

2 

2 

Neutral 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

Strongly 
Agree 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

5 

5 
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4. Compared to other religious television programs, the AGBC is: 

a. more scriptural (follows the Bible more closely) 

b. more exciting 

c. more professionally produced 

d. easier to follow 

f. more political in its content 

g. much the same in content 

5. Steve Flatt, the present speaker on AGBC: 

a. is emotional in his presentation 

b. is enthusiastic in his presentation 

c. uses correct grammar 

d. shows a deep knowledge of his subject 

e. has a good personality 

f. makes me feel like he cares about me 

g. uses slides, graphics, visuals, titles, shots of the 

Bible text, etc. when preaching 

6. The AGBC could be improved in the area of: 

a. music 

b. message topics 

c. personality of speaker 

d. time of broadcast 

e. arrangement of program 

7. The best type of religious television program is: 

a. broadcast of church worship services 

b. drama 

c. religious news broadcasts 

d. straight pulpit preaching 

e. interviews with guests 

f. inspirational singing groups 

g. singing groups with informal teaching Hke a Sunday 

school class 
h. singing groups and preaching 

i. speaV '̂ r talking with a live audience 

k. filled with slides, graphics, Bible text on screen, 
sub-titles on screen, movie clips, etc. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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4 

4 

5 

5 
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5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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SURVEY A: MAILED TO VIEWERS OF THE AMAZING 
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Please use the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope to return this survev. 
Louis F. Butterfield, 3403 Frankford Apt. 6, Lubbock, TX 79407 

1. Approximately, how often do you watch the Amazing Grace Bible Class? 
every week , three times a month , twice a month , 
once a month , seldom if ever 

2. How many religious programs do you watch? 
only the Amazing Grace Bible Class , only programs sponsored b>- the church 
of Christ , several other religious programs , manv other religious 
programs . 

3. Who, if anyone, watches the AGBC with you on a regular basis? 
no one , my spouse , my child/children , friends , other 

4. When you watch the program, how often do you watch the program all the way to the end? 
Always , More than half the time , Less than half the time , almost 
never . 

5. W^en watching the program, how often do you sit down and give it your undivided attention? 
always , usually , some limes , never . 

6. How often do you write in to AGBC requesting information? 
once a month , once every six months , once a year , 
less that once a year , never . 

7. How often do you write in to other religious programs requesting information? 
once a month , once every six months , once a year , 
less that once a year , never . 

Answer the questions below, based on the following five point scale. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

8. The content of the AGBC is primarily: 

a. doctrinal 

b. help for everyday living 

c. ecumenical (trying to unite all religious groups) 

d. counseling type sermons (how to help your marriage, 

get along with your children, etc.) 

9. The main purpose of the Amazing Grace Bible Class is to: 

a. help people grow spiritually 
b. provide in home worship for those who can't get out 

c. provide entertainment 

d. evangelize (convert) those who don't belong to a church 

e. evangelize (convert) those who belong to a church other 

than the church of Christ. 

f. raise funds 

g. work for social justice 

h. provide religious education (to teach the Bible) 

i. other (please specify) 

2 

2 

2 

Neutral 

3 

3 

3 

Strongly 
Agree 

4 

4 

4 

5 
5 
5 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 
5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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10. Religion on television should: 

a. be formal, reverent and quiet 

b. be informal, emotional and exciting 

c. be a mix of entertaiTiment and teaching 

d. be primarily a teaching/learning situation 

e. be a worship service including a hell, fire, and brimstone 
type sermon 

f. be a worship service with a "soft" (non threatening) 
approach sermon 

g. make me feel good 

h. make me feel inadequate 

i. make me feel like I need to be saved 

j . make me feel like I am saved 

11. As a direct result of watching the AGBC, I: 

a. feel closer to God 

b. am more tolerant of other religious beliefs 

c. am working to become a better person 

d. treat my family better 

e. treat my neighbor better 

f. go to church more than I used to 

g. am more active in church work 

h. give more money to the church 

i. feel like I am now a saved person 

j . see no need to attend church 

k. have changed churches 

1. am more active in politics than I used to be 

m. feel like the sponsors would help me if I'm in trouble 

n. feel like the sponsors really care about me as a person 

o. would ask for spiritual help from a local congregation of 

the church of Christ 

p. would write to the AGBC to ask for spiritual help 

q. would ask for food, clothing, etc. from a local 

congregation of the church of Christ if in need 

r. would ask for food, clothing, etc. by writing in to the 

AGBC if I was in need 

s. would ask for marital counseling from a local congregation 

of the church of Christ 

t. would ask for marital counseling by writing to the AGBC 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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u. would ask for counseling advice concerning my children 

from a local church of Christ 

v. would ask for counseling advice concerning my children by 

writing in to the AGBC 

12. When I watch the AGBC, I am also doing other things 

at the same time? 

13. The AGBC has changed how I feel about the purpose of my life 

14. The AGBC has su-engthened my spiritual life 

15. The AGBC has been of great help in my attempt to understand 

the Bible 

16. The AGBC has helped me understand salvation 

17. I was "saved" before I started watching the AGBC 

18. I have been "saved" since watching the AGBC 

19. I view myself as having been "saved" when I: 

a. accepted the Lord as my Savior 

b. prayed and allowed the Lord into my life 

c. had the preacher/priest pray for me 

d. attended Bible classes and was accepted into the 

church by a vote of the congregation 

e. confessed my faith in Christ and was baptized 

f. was baptized as a baby 

g. experienced a mystical happening from the Lord 

h. had the feeling of salvation in my heart 

i. I am not yet a saved person 

j . Other (please specify) 

20. Compared to other religious television programs, the AGBC is: 

a. more scriptural (follows the Bible more closely) 

b. more exciting 

c. more professionally produced 

d. easier to follow 

e. more biblical in its content 

f. more political in its content 

g. much the same in content 

21. Steve Flatt, the present speaker on AGBC: 

a. is emotional in his presentation 

b. is enthusiastic in his presentation 

c. uses correct grammar 

d. shows a deep knowledge of his subject 

e. has a good personality 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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f. makes me feel like he cares about me 

g. uses slides, graphics, visuals, titles shots of the 
Bible text, etc. when preaching 

h. is someone I could confide in if I had a problem 

22. I watch religious programs on TV rather than going to church 

23. The AGBC solicits money for support of its program 
on the air. 

24. The AGBC solicits money for support by mail 
25. I conu-ibute money to AGBC 

26. I contribute money to other religious programs 
(If so, please specify which ones) 

27. I get as much from watching a religious program on TV 

as I do from actually attending a church service 

28. The AGBC could be improved in the area of: 

a. music 

b. message topics 

c. personality of speaker 

d. time of broadcast 

e. arrangement of program 

f. other (please specify) 

29. The best type of religious television program is: 

a. broadcast of church worship services 

b. drama 

c. religious news broadcasts 

d. straight pulpit preaching 

e. interviews with guests 

f. inspirational singing groups 

g. singing groups with infornal teaching like a Sunday 

school class 

h. singing groups and preaching 

i. speaker talking with a live audience 

j . speaker talking directly to me 

k. filled with slides, graphics, Bible text on screen, 
sub-titles on screen, movie clips, etc. 

1 
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1 
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1 
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2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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Personal information: Please do not sign your name. Answers will only be 
used in collective data, so individual answers will remain anonymous. ' 

31. What is your age? 

under 20 _ , 21-30 _ , 31-40_ 41-50_, 51-60_ 61orolder . 
32. What is your present marital status? 

niarried , single , widowed divorced . 
33. What is your sex? male , female , 

34. What is your educational experience? 

eighth grade or less less than 4 yrs of high school , 

high school graduate less than 4 yrs of college 

college graduate , some graduate school , 

masters degree , doctorate . 

35. How would you explain the importance of religion in your life? 

very important , important , not very important , 

36. What Church are you a member of? 

37. How long have you been a member? 

less than 1 year , 1-5 years 6-15 years ,16-25 years , over 25 years . 

38. Do you attend the same church (denomination) you did as a child? Yes , No . 

39. How would you rate your involvement with your church? 

very involved , involved , not too involved . 

40. How would you rate your attendance at church services? 

every service , most services , several times a 

month , once a month , less than once a month . 

41. What is your occupation? . 

42. What is the occupation of your spouse? . 

43. What is your race? 
a. white b. black c. Hispanic d. oriental e. other 

44. What is your approximate annual household income? 

a. under $15,000 

b. $15,000 - $25,000 

c. $25,000 - $35,000 

d. $35,000 - $50,000 

e. Over $50,000 
45. What state do you live in? 
46. Do live primarily in the : (please circle) city suburbs counuy 
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47. How large is the congregation where you attend worship? 

a. 50 or less 

b. 50-100 . 

c. 100 - 200 

d. 200 - 400 

e. 400 - 700 

f. 700 - 1000 

g. above 1000 

Thank you so much for taking the time to complete this survey. Your answers are 
very valuable and I look forward to receiving them. Please mall this as soon as 
possible using the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope. Thanks for your 
cooperation. Louis F. Butterfield, 3403 Frankford Apt. 6, Lubbock, TX 79407 
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SURVEY B: MAILED TO SPONSORS OF THE AMAZING 

GRACE BIBLE CLASS 
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Survey of sponsoring congregations of the Amazing 
Grace Bible Class 

1. How long has your congregation been sponsoring the AGBC? 
less than one year 1-5 years 6-10 years over 11 years 

2. How many religious television programs do you help sponsor? 
only AGBC , Herald of Truth , SEARCH , 
other (please specify) 

3. Do you also sponsor any Radio programs? yes , no 
If so, please specify 

If so, how long have you been sponsoring the Radio programs? 

4. When does the AGBC air on your station? 

5. What kind of advertising do you do concerning AGBC? 

6. Approximately what percentage of your congregation watched the AGBC the 
last time it aired? (perhaps you would be willing to ask for a show of hands 
during the announcements at your next worship service) 

7. How much does the AGBC cost on a monthly basis? 

8. Is this money paid directly to the station, or how is the station paid for air time? 

9. What size of an audience does the station estimate the programs pulls in? 
. What is the program's rating? share? 

(please call the TV station and ask a salesman for the latest figures from 
their last ratings book) 

10. Please estimate the number of responses you have gotten from the program 
over the past year in each category below: 

a. Mail sent directly to your congregation requesting study materials, 
tracts, etc. 

b. Mail received indirectly from those who wrote to Madison 

c. Number of non-member visitors to your congregation 

d. Number of Bible studies set up as a result of the programs 

e. Number of People who became members of the church because of the 
program 
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11. When someone responds to the program in some way, what type of a follow-up 
program do you have? 

Answer the questions below, based on the following five point scale: 
Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

12. How do you determine whether the AGBC continues to be a 
successful minisuy for your congregation? 

a. mail responses requesting information 1 2 3 4 5 
b. numbers of people who are now attending worship 1 2 3 4 5 
c. numbers of people who have become members 1 2 3 4 5 
d. ratings ofthe programs in this market 1 2 3 4 5 
e. very difficult to tell, must continue by faith 1 2 3 4 5 
f preaching the word is always a success, because God 

gives the increase 1 2 3 4 5 
g. other (please specify) 

13. The content of the AGBC is primarily: 
a. docuinal 
b. help for everyday living 
c. ecumenical (trying to unite all religious groups) 
d. counseling type sermons (how to help your marriage, 

get along with your children, etc.) 1 2 3 4 5 

14. The main purpose ofthe Amazing Grace Bible Class is to: 
a. help people grow spiritually 1 2 3 4 5 
b. provide in home worship for those who can't get out 1 2 3 4 5 
c. provide entertainment 1 2 3 4 5 
d. evangelize (convert) those who don't belong to a church 1 2 3 4 5 
e. evangelize (convert) those who belong to a church 

other than the church of Christ. 1 2 3 4 5 
f. raise funds • 1 2 3 4 5 
g. work for social justice 1 2 3 4 5 
h. provide religious education (to teach the Bible) 1 2 3 4 5 
i. other (please specify) ^___ 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 

15. Religion on television should be presented as 
a. formal, reverent and quiet 1 2 3 4 5 
b. informal, emotional and exciting 1 2 3 4 5 
c. a mix of entertainment and teaching 1 2 3 4 5 
d. primarily a teaching/learning situation 1 2 3 4 5 
e. a worship service including a hell, fire, and brimstone 

type sermon 
f. a worship service with a "soft" approach sermon 
g. something which makes people feel good 
h. something which makes people feel inadequate 
i. something which makes people feel they need to be saved 1 2 3 4 5 
j . something which makes people feel like they are saved 1 2 3 4 5 

16. The AGBC has su-engthened the spiritual life of the congregation 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
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17. Compared to other religious television programs, the AGBC is* 
a. more scriptural (follows the Bible more closely) 
b. more exciting 
c. more professionally produced 
d. easier to follow 
e. more biblical in its content 
f more political in its content 
g. much the same in content 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Neuual 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

18. Steve Flatt, the present speaker on AGBC: 
a. is emotional in his presentation 

is enthusiastic in his presentation 
uses correct grammar 
shows a deep knowledge of his subject 
has a good personality 
makes me feel like he cares about me 
uses slides, graphics, visuals, titles, shots of the Bible 
text, etc. when preaching 

b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

19. The AGBC could be improved in the area of: 
a. music 
b. selection of song leader 
c. message topics 
d. personality of speaker 
e. time the program is broadcast locally 
f. arrangement of program 
g. format (type of program) 
h. other (please specify) 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
g-

J-

21. The Amazing Grace Bible Class compares favorably with 
religious programs produced by denominations 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

Sû ongly 
Agree 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

20. The best type of religious television program is: 
a. broadcast of church worship services 1 2 3 4 5 

religious drama 1 2 3 4 5 
religious news broadcasts 1 2 3 4 5 
straight pulpit preaching 1 2 3 4 5 
interviews with guests 1 2 3 4 5 
inspirational singing groups 1 2 3 4 5 
singing groups with informal teaching like a Sunday 

school class 1 2 3 4 5 
singing groups and preaching 1 2 3 4 5 
speaker talking with a live audience 1 2 3 4 5 
speaker talking directly to me 1 2 3 4 5 

k. filled with slides, graphics, Bible text on screen, sub-titles 
on screen, movie clips, etc. 1 2 3 4 5 
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22. The Amazing Grace Bible class is very effecuve in reaching 
the lost for Christ ^ 

Strongly Strongly 
Disagree Neutral Agree 

1 

23. In my opinion, the AGBC is a good idea but is in need of a 

format change, that is, something other than a worship service 1 2 3 4 5 

24. The AGBC has improved over the past few years. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. The target audience this congregation is u^ing to reach with the 
AGBC is: 

teens , young adults middle age adults 

older adults , everyone who will listen 

26. When producing future AGBC programs, the Madison congregation should 
be sure to remember to 

27. If you had the funds to completely produce your own television program for 
use in your area, what would you do in regard to format, content, presentation 
style, singing, preaching, etc? 

28. If the Executive Producer of AGBC, George Goldtrap, has visited your congregation, 
please give your impressions of his visit. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to complete this survey. Your answers are 
very valuable and I look forward to receiving them. Please mail this as soon as 
possible using the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope. Thanks for your 
cooperation. Louis F. Butterfield, 3403 Frankford Apt. 6, Lubbock, TX 79407 
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SURVEY C: IN-HOUSE SURVEY GIVEN TO MEMBERS OF THE 

MADISON CHURCH OF CHRIST 
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Amazing Grace Rihlp Class Survev 

1. Approximately, how often do you watch the Amazing Grace Bible Class? 
every week , three times a month , twice a month 
once a month seldom if ever 

2. How many religious programs do you watch? 
only the Amazing Grace Bible Class only programs sponsored by the 
church of Christ , several other religious programs , 
many other religious programs . 

3. Who, if anyone, watches the AGBC with you on a regular basis? 
1̂0 one , my spouse , my child/children 
friends , other 

4. When you watch the program, how often do you watch the program 
all the way to the end? 

Always , More than half the time Less than half the 
time , almost never . 

5. When watching the program, how often do you sit down and give it 
your undivided attention? 

always , usually , some times , never . 

6. Did you watch the program this morning? Yes , No 

7. Do you normally attend the evening services when the program is taped? "̂ 'es , No 

Answer the questions below, based on the following five point scale: 

Strongly 
Disagree 

8. The content of die AGBC is primarily: 

a. docuinal 1 

b. help for everyday living 1 

c. ecumenical (trying to unite all religious groups) 1 

d. counseling type sermons (how to help your marriage, 

get along with your children, etc.) 1 

9. The main purpose of Uie Amazing Grace Bible Class is to: 

a. help people grow spiritually 1 

b. provide in home worship for those who can'i get out 1 

c. provide entertainment 1 

d. evangelize (convert) those who don't belong to a church 1 

e. evangelize (convert) those who belong to a church other 

than the church of Christ. 1 

{. raise funds 1 

g. work for social justice 1 

h. provide religious education (to teach the Bible) 1 

i. other (please specify) . 

Strongly 

Neutral Agree 

2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 
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10. Religion on television should: 

a. be formal, reverent and quiet 

b. be informal, emotional and exciting 

c. be a mix of entertainment and teaching 

d. be primarily a teaching/learning situation 

e. be a worship service including a hell, fire, and 
brimstone type sermon 

f. be a worship service with a "soft" (non threatening) 
approach sermon 

g. make me feel good 
h. make me feel inadequate 
i. make me feel like I need to be saved 
j . make me feel like I am saved 

11. As a direct result of watching the AGBC, 1: 
a. feel closer to God 

b. am more tolerant of oUier religious beliefs 

c. am working to become a better person 

d. treat my family better 

e. treat my neighbor better 

f. go to church more than I used to 

g. am more active in church work 

h. give more money to the church 

12. When I watch the AGBC, I am also doing other things 

at the same time? 

13. The AGBC has changed how I feel about the purpose of life 

14. The AGBC has strengthened my spiritual life 

15. The AGBC has been of great help in my attempt to 

understand the Bible 

16. The AGBC has helped me understand salvation 

17. I was "saved" before I started watching the AGBC 

18. I have been "saved" since watching the AGBC 

19. I view myself as having been "saved" when I: 

a. accepted the Lord as my Savior 

b. prayed and allowed the Lord into my life 

c. had the preacher/priest pray for me 

d. attended Bible classes and was accepted into the 

church by a vole of the congregation 

e. confessed my faith in Christ and was baptized 

f. was baptized as a baby 

2 
2 

2 

2 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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g. experienced a mysucal happening from the Lord 

h. heard the gospel taught on AGBC and obeyed it 

i. had the feeling of salvation in my heart 

j . Other (please specify) 

20. Compared to other religious television programs, the AGBC is: 

a. more scriptural (follows the Bible more closely) 
b. more exciting 

c. more professionally produced 

d. easier to follow 

e. more biblical in its content 

f. more political in its content 

g. much the same in content 

21. Steve Flatt, the present speaker on AGBC: 

a. is emotional in his presentation 

b. is enUiusiastic in his presentation 

c. uses correct grammar 

d. shows a deep knowledge of his subject 

e. has a good personality 

f. makes me feel like he cares about me 

g. uses slides, graphics, visuals, titles, shots ofthe 

Bible text, etc. when preaching 

h. is someone I could confide in if I had a problem 

i. is as good as Jim Mankin when he was the speaker 

j . is as good as Ira North when he was the speaker 

22. I watch religious programs on TV rather than going to worship 

23. The AGBC solicits money for support of its program 

on the air 

24. The AGBC solicits money for support by mail 

25. I contribute money to AGBC 

26. I contribute money to other religious programs 

(If so, please specify which ones) 

27. I get as much from watching a religious program on TV 

as I do from actually attending a church service 

28. The AGBC could be improved in the area of: 

a. music 

b. selection of song leader 

c. message topics 

d. personality of speaker 

e. time of broadcast 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 
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f. arrangement of program 

g. method and/or time of taping the program 
h. format (type of program) 

i. other (please specify) 

29. The best type of religious television program is: 

a. broadcast of church worship services 
b. drama 

c. religious news broadcasts 

d. straight pulpit preaching 

e. interviews with guests 

f. inspirational singing groups 

g. singing groups with informal leaching like a Sunday 
school class 

h. singing groups and preaching 

i. speaker talking with a live audience 

j . speaker talking directly to me 

k. filled with slides, graphics, Bible text on screen, 

sub-titles on screen, movie clips, etc. 

30. The AGBC compares favorably with denominational 

programs 

31. The success of AGBC can be determined by: 

a. mail responses requesting information 

b. numbers of people who are now attending worship 

c. numbers of people who have become members 

d. number of congregations around the country using 

the program 

e. ratings of the progreims in each market 

f. very difficult to tell, must continue by faith 

h. preaching the word is always a success, because God 

gives the increase 

g. other (please specify) 

32. The Amazing Grace Bible class is very effective in reaching 

die lost for Christ 

33. In my opinion, the AGBC is a good ministry and we need to 

continue producing it in its present form 

34. In my opinion, the AGBC was a good minisUy but needs to 

be discontinued in favor of another evangelistic method 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

i-

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

4 

4 
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4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 
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35. In my opinion, the AGBC is a good idea but is in drastic need 

of a format change, something other than a worship service 1 2 3 4 
36. Because of AGBC, the Madison congregation continues to 

have its influence felt in the Madison/Nashville area 1 2 3 4 
37. The church office at Madison receives, on the average, one 

hundred letters a day as a result of the broadcasts around 
the nation 1 2 3 4 

38. Congregations who sponsor AGBC in their home towns 

receive hundreds ofmail responses per week 1 2 3 4 

39. Considering all costs connected with the AGBC, how much do you think it costs 
the Madison congregation on an armual basis'̂  

$25,000 $50,000 $100,000 , $150,000 
$200,000 over $200,000 . 

40. How many non-members do you think are now attending Madison because of the 
influence of the AGBC? 

25 50 , 100 500 No idea . 

41. How many non-members have become members ofthe Madison congregation 

as a direct result of AGBC? 

25 50 75 100 No idea . 

42. What channel and time is the AGBC shown in the Nashville area? 

Channel number: Broadcast time: 

Personal information: Please do not sign your name. Answers will only 

be used in collective data, so individual answers will remain anonymous. 

43. What is your age? 

under 20 , 21-30 31-40 , 41-50 , 

51-60 , 61 or older . 

44. What is your present marital status? 
married , single , widowed , divorced . 

45. What is your sex? male , female , 

46. What is your educational experience? 

eighth grade or less , less than 4 yrs of high school. 

high school graduate , less than 4 yrs of college 

college graduate , some graduate school , 

masters degree . .. . doctorate . 

47. How would you explain the importance of religion in your life? 

very important , important , not very important 
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48. Are you a member of the Madison congregauon? Yes No 
If elsewhere, please name your congregation _ ^ 

49. How long have you been a member? 

less than 1 year , 1-5 years 6-15 years , 
16-25 years , over 25 years . 

50. Do you attend the same church you did as a child? Yes No 

51. How would you rate your involvement with your church? 

very involved involved not too involved 

52. How would you rate your attendance at church services? 

every service most services several times a 

month , once a month less than once a month _ 
53. What is your occupation? 

54. What is the occupation of your spouse? 
55. What is your race? 

a. white b. black c. Hispanic 
d. oriental e. odier , 

56. What is your approximate annual household income? 
a. under $15,000 

b. $15,000 - $25,000 

c. $25,000 - $35,000 
d. $35,000 - $50,000 

e. Over $50,000 

57. Do Hve primarily in the : (please circle) city suburbs country 

58. If you would like to see die format of AGBC changed from its present worship 

service format, what would you recommend? (please explain) 

Thank you so much for your cooperation in filling out this survey. 
Results will be made available to the Elders by the end of the summer. 
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APPENDIX C: COVER LETTERS AND 

FOLLOW-UP CARD 
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June 5, 198 9 

Dear Fellow viewer of the Amazing Grace Bible Class, 

You are one of the few who have been selected from among the 
many TV viewers of the Amazing Grace Bible Class to 
participate in a study of the program. Your honest responses 
on the enclosed questionnaire are invaluable to the Ar.azing 
Grace Bible Class and to the future of religious programming 
in general. 

Your responses on the questionnaire are the only means we 
have of gathering the necessary information and because of 
the limited number of people chosen to participate in this 
study, each person is especially important. 

Please take 15 minutes to fill out the questionnaire and 
return in in the self-addressed stamped enveloped provided. 

Few times in life do our opinions really make a difference. 
This is an opportunity to let your voice be heard. I assure 
you, your participation in this study is invaluable. Without 
it, this study cannot be completed. 

Please return the questionnaire no later than June 15 in the 
envelope provided. Thanks so much for your assistance in 
this matter. 

Yours very truly, 

Louis F. Butterfield 
Asst. Prof, of Mass Communication 

3403 Frankford Apt. 6 
Lubbock, TX 79407 
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Dear Fellow Amazing Grace Viewer, 

Have you returned your survey concerning the 
AGBC which you received several weeks ago? 
If so, please accept my thanks. 

If not, would you take the time to do so. If 
it is not mailed in just a few days, the fina. 
deadline will be past and your answers will 
not be able to be included in the survey. 

THANKS, 

Lou Butterfield 
3403 Frankford Apt 
Lubbock, TX 79407 
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June 1, 1989 

Dear Brethren, 

Please let me introduce myself. My name is Lou Butterfield 
and I have been on the faculty of Harding University for 
about 16 years. I am presently completing a 15 month leave 
of absence from Harding to obtain my doctorate from Texas 
Tech University in Lubbock, Texas. 

I have chosen to study the Amazing Grace Bible Class as the 
subject of miy dissertation and I am in great need of your 
help. Enclosed please find a questionnaire concerning the 
Amazing Grace Bible Class which, according to my records, you 
have sponsored or helped sponsor on your local TV station. 
Your supplying me with the requested information will be 
invaluable in analyzing the program. 

Of course, this questionnaire has been approved by the Elders 
of the Madison Congregation and the results of the study will 
be shared with them. I am convinced the results will effect 
not only the Amazing Grace Bible Class, but our other TV 
ministries as well. 

Would you be kind enough to complete the questionnaire and 
return it to me as soon as possible. If you could do so 
before the 15th of this month, I would be especially 
grateful. Because of the limited number of congregations 
this survey is being sent to, it is very important to have a 
100% response. 

If you have any questions, please phone me at 806-796-1863. 

Thanking you in advance for your prompt consideration of this 
matter, I remain 

Yours in Christ, 

Louis F. Butterfield 
Asst. Prof, of Mass Communication 
3403 Frankford Apt. 6 
Lubbock, TX 79407 
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